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PrefACe

In 1998, when the Institute for the Study of Labor – or Institut zur Zukunft der Arbeit (IZA) – was founded 

on the initiative of Deutsche Post, Germany’s largest employer, labor economics in Germany was largely 

marginalized. Science and practice were marked by helplessness in the face of constantly rising unem-

ployment. Since then a lot has been achieved: IZA has greatly advanced labor market research in Ger-

many, Europe and the world. Academically trained and committed to the highest scientific standards, 

IZA researchers are independently minded and concentrate on the most pressing questions of our time. 

Supported by leading experts in the discipline, as well as creative and highly committed young scholars, 

IZA was able to quickly establish an excellent reputation both nationally and internationally. The testi-

monials included in this report speak for themselves.

We are grateful for the past 15 years. The rise of IZA coincides, not by mere accident, with the rise of 

Germany from the “sick man of Europe” (Economist, 1999) to the “engine of the European economy” 

(Economist, 2010). IZA was chartered and is recognized as an independent, non-profit research institu-

tion. Thanks to a solid funding base provided by the Deutsche Post Foundation, complemented by other 

sources of funding from all parts of the world, IZA is independent from commissioned research and faces 

no restrictions concerning its research topics and advisory activities. Members of the IZA network (the 

largest of its kind in economics), who publish their research in the IZA publication series, are responsible 

for their own funding. Consequently, IZA’s research output reflects the broad knowledge base of today’s 

labor economics with all its facets, regardless of scientific approach or social policy orientation. 

The IZA research agenda fosters our knowledge in the field by posing new research questions and 

bringing together leading experts from its fellow network to study these questions in order to provide 

answers based on cutting-edge research. The continually expanded range of topics now covers such 

diverse areas as labor market policy evaluation; migration and integration; behavioral and personnel 

economics; employment and development; and the labor market aspects of environmental policies. The 

main theme behind all this research is “shaping the future of labor.”

The causes and consequences of labor migration flows; the interplay between jobs, poverty reduc-

tion and economic development; scientifically founded evaluation of labor market programs – these are 

the highlights among IZA’s research topics, and this is where our expertise is sought around the world by 

research institutions, policymakers and the public. 

Klaus F. Zimmermann
(Director, IZA)
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IZA also puts a great emphasis on bridging the gap between academic science and political practice. Numerous 

national governments and international organizations, such as the European Commission, the OECD and the World 

Bank, regularly seek IZA’s advice, as does the wider public in many countries. Since the demand for scientifically 

founded policy advice is growing in the light of increasingly complex labor market processes, independent science is 

more important than ever and must not leave the field to commercial service providers and those who feign scientific 

legitimacy to reach specific social policy goals.

The IZA Discussion Paper Series, already comprising more than 7,000 (!) papers, is not only the largest and fast-

est-growing series of its kind, but it also contains a number of highly influential papers later published in top journals. 

In addition, IZA’s five newly established open-access online journals aim at stimulating and accelerating the scientific 

debate on key labor topics. With support from the World Bank, IZA is also working on the upcoming launch of an 

ambitious online encyclopedia – the “IZA World of Labor” – that will condense the most important policy-relevant 

findings from state-of-the-art labor market research into a readable and easily accessible format.

IZA’s pioneering role in data technology is best reflected by our International Data Service Center (IDSC), which 

collects, explores, develops and facilitates access to the most relevant datasets for labor economists. The IDSC has 

developed its own software for secure remote data processing, which is also used by other institutions. IZA also uses 

its own simulation tools to analyze the effects of reforms of the tax and transfer system.

All this requires not only a highly effective and efficient infrastructure but also a highly motivated team. We put a 

great emphasis on attracting and supporting excellent young researchers. The IZA Summer School, for example, has 

become the most renowned institution of its kind for young labor economists. Our global network, able to draw on 

more than 1,200 economists, is met with open doors in many of the world’s most important capitals and research 

institutions. As an increasingly “virtual” institute, we are able to put together strong research teams using modern 

technology channels to tackle new research questions when they arise. 

After 15 fantastic years, it is time for some words of thanks. In particular, we are indebted to the Deutsche Post Foun-

dation for continuous and generous support, which keeps our work independent from outside funding and influence. 

We also wish to thank all active and former employees, as well as our highly dedicated network members, who have 

contributed greatly to making IZA what it is today – the major driving force behind international labor market research.
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“ We all have to thank IZA not only for its unwavering sup-
port to research and especially young researchers in Eu-
rope, but also for bringing level-headed, careful evidence 
to some of the important policy questions facing Europe.”

Daron Acemoglu (MIT)

“ It is hard to believe that IZA has only existed for 15 years! 
In that time, it has really become the center for research in 
labor economics in Europe, and helped to raise the profile 
of the whole discipline.”

Janet Currie (Princeton University)

“ IZA has quickly become one of the premier networks for 
applied economics research in Europe. I think of IZA as 
equivalent to the National Bureau of Economic Research 
in continental Europe, and I am consistently impressed 
by the caliber of research that the institute‘s affiliates have 
produced.”

raj Chetty (Harvard University)

WHAT our reSeArCH feLLoWS SAy ...

“During the last 15 years IZA has become one of the most 
important platforms in labor economics. IZA has gathered 
the world‘s labor economics community, including the 
most distinguished labor economists. The IZA network has 
changed the way academics and policy makers think about the 
labor market.”

Josef Zweimüller (University of Zurich)

“ Starting from almost nothing, IZA has become a power-
house in labor economics in a very short time. Congratula-
tions to IZA and its founding members for supporting and 
disseminating great research.”

edward Lazear (Stanford University)

“ I congratulate IZA on its splendid accomplishments over 
its first fifteen years. It has created a major forum for 
the study of labor economics, the economics of human 
resources and the economics of the family and of human 
development. IZA supports and sustains dialogue among schol-
ars with competing visions of how to do labor economics. It has 
fostered the development and exchange of new knowledge. It has 
created a world community of scholars. Its working paper series, 
conferences and workshops have greatly advanced the scientific 
study of the workforce.”

James Heckman (University of Chicago)

“ IZA is a research powerhouse, a global aggregator, and a 
force for better economic ideas everywhere. The assump-
tion of perfect information is a little truer thanks to IZA‘s 
proud 15 years.”

Andrew Leigh (Australian National University;  
MP, Parliament of Australia)
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“ IZA has brought the study of labor market polices to the 
world stage, and its indefatigable founder, Klaus Zimmer-
mann, has done a great favor for the world‘s citizens.”

orley Ashenfelter (Princeton University)

“ In a remarkably short time IZA has become a key focal 
point for labor economics worldwide and an enormously 
valuable resource for research.”

richard blundell (University College London)

“ IZA has put Bonn on the map as a top destination for top 
labor economists doing policy-relevant work. IZA‘s gener-
ous support of young scholars, its frequent sponsorship 
of productive, high profile conferences, and its headline-
grabbing honors given to young stars and senior scholars, have 
served to catalyze excellent research in labor economics and to 
raise the profile of the field in the broader economics commu-
nity.”

David Autor (MIT)

“ It is remarkable how in just 15 years IZA has become so 
central to research and policy in labor economics. It has 
played a crucial role in building an international commu-
nity of scholars and in facilitating and advancing cutting-
edge research in all the fields associated with labor economics.”

francine blau (Cornell University)

“ IZA is to be congratulated on the 15th anniversary of 
its founding. IZA very quickly became, and remains, the 
‘home address’ for high quality theoretical and empirical 
research in Labor Economics and Economic Policy. Credit 
for this model goes to Klaus Zimmermann for the implementa-
tion of his vision of a successful research center.”

barry Chiswick (George Washington University)

“ It is quite amazing how the IZA coverage of the field 
of labor economics has expanded over the years. More 
and more frequently, when I read accepted cutting edge 
research in the field, I recall having first come across it in 
IZA circles. This makes the network absolutely essential - quite 
apart from its great usefulness in our everyday work.”

Torben Tranæs (The Rockwool Foundation Research 
Unit, Copenhagen, Denmark)

“ IZA has been a true entrepreneurial success story in 
Labour Economics. I am delighted to be part of the com-
munity, and look forward to another terrific 15 years. 
Well done all!”

Julia Lane (American Institutes for Research)
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On December 2, 2012, IZA Director Klaus F. Zimmer-

mann celebrated his 60th birthday. He has dedicated 

one-fourth of his life to founding, directing and nurtur-

ing the Institute for the Study of Labor. IZA thus stands 

for continuity at the top. Although Zimmermann is not 

the partying type, there is indeed ample cause for cel-

ebration. Unique in many ways, IZA is much admired 

and often copied – but never duplicated.

The IZA success story is the work of dozens of 

multinational staff members in Bonn, as well as over 

1,200 Research Fellows, Research Aff iliates and Pol-

icy Fellows around the world. Slackened reins and 

f lat hierarchies foster fruitful collaboration on a lo-

cal and virtual level. Zimmermann trusts in the team, 

he delegates easily, but expects high-quality results. 

“Impossible” is a term unknown to IZA people, who 

appreciate the excellent working conditions at the in-

stitute. Team spirit, loyalty, and identity are the key 

corporate values. An “invisible hand” seems to guar-

antee success.

Zimmermann is the perfect role model for the 

institute: Always present, always innovative, always 

striving for new goals, with highest competence in all 

questions of the labor market. He has left his mark 

on the Bonn-based institute, making it a truly “global 

player” in labor economics, an internationally active 

and well-connected think tank. IZA skillfully man-

ages the balancing act, often demanded by research 

management strategists, between conducting excel-

lent research and providing policy advice on press-

ing labor market questions. This combination is both 

devotion and inspiration to Zimmermann.

Klaus F. Zimmermann was born in the Swabian 

town of Göppingen on December 2, 1952. He stud-

ied economics and statistics at the University of 

Mannheim, where he also received his Ph.D. and be-

came a professor. From 1989 until 1998 he held a chair 

in economics at the University of Munich. Early in his 

career, he already focused on becoming a researcher 

with top publications in international journals, and at 

the same time an ambitious science manager.

In retrospect, the foundation of IZA is a logical 

continuation of Zimmermann’s roles as Director of 

the University of Munich’s SELAPO Center for Hu-

man Resources, initiator of the European Society of 

Population Economics (ESPE) in 1986, and Program 

Director for Human Resources and Labor Econom-

ics at the influential Centre for Economic Policy Re-

search (CEPR, London). Labor economics is Zimmer-

mann’s primary discipline, but that does not mean 

he would neglect his work in population economics, 

migration, industrial organization, or econometrics. 

As the Handelsblatt, Germany’s leading business dai-

ly, put it in 2002: “While many of his peers are busy 

DoubLe CAuSe for CeLebrATIon: 
IZA TurnS 15 – KLAuS f. ZImmermAnn TurnS 60
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enough plowing one f ield, Zimmermann is doing f ive 

at a time – this man is a workhorse!” It therefore 

comes as no surprise that he has authored or edited 

46 books and published more than 260 articles in ac-

ademic journals and collective volumes. Not to men-

tion over 400 contributions to international media 

and numerous policy reports.

Since 1998, when IZA was estab-

lished, Zimmermann has been a full 

professor of economics at the Univer-

sity of Bonn. For more than a decade, 

he also served as President of Germa-

ny’s largest economic research insti-

tute, DIW Berlin (2000-2011). Other 

institutes, such as ifo Munich and IfW 

Kiel, would have liked to have him, too.

To name just a few of his count-

less ‘extracurricular’ activities, Zim-

mermann served as a member of the 

Commission on the Future of North-

Rhine Westphalia (2008-2009), he 

chaired the Society of the German Economic Re-

search Institutes (ARGE, 2005-2011), and he was ap-

pointed to such eminent learned societies as “Leop-

oldina” and “Academia Europaea”. 

Among Germany’s top economists, hardly anyone 

is as internationally minded (and traveled) as Zim-

mermann. His early academic career took him to uni-

versities in Belgium, Japan, Canada and the United 

States. Today he is an honorary professor not only at 

the Free University of Berlin, but also at the Renmin 

University of China – a country that is very impor-

tant to Zimmermann both a subject of labor mar-

ket analysis and as a location for strategic research 

alliances. An influential player on the international 

stage, he regularly advises the European Commis-

sion in Brussels, the World Bank in Washington, and 

numerous policymakers around the 

world. As the Welt am Sonntag wrote 

in 2005, “Hardly anyone has a bet-

ter network, very few are referred to 

more frequently.”

Zimmermann has repeatedly 

stimulated the transatlantic eco-

nomic dialogue in op-eds and other 

commentary. Given the strong pres-

ence of the IZA network in the United 

States, Washington serves as a stra-

tegic point of contact for the insti-

tute, which has signed cooperation 

contracts with such institutions as 

the World Bank and Georgetown University. On Zim-

mermann’s initiative, IZA regularly brings researchers 

and doctoral students to Washington to foster scien-

tif ic exchange. The IZA Director is also well-connect-

ed in the U.S. capital’s think thank scene.

Under Zimmermann’s leadership, IZA has become 

a constant meeting place for prominent economists, 

who f ind in Bonn ideal conditions to conduct their 

research in collaboration with Zimmermann and 
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“his” institute. The IZA Director also puts great em-

phasis on attracting not only Nobel laureates and 

other eminent scholars to the IZA network, but also 

influential practitioners who advise governments 

and other political institutions.

The recent economic and f inancial crisis has rein-

forced Zimmermann’s belief that a globalized econo-

my also requires more global networking in research 

and policy advice. He is convinced that experts from 

science, public administration, government depart-

ments, business and even the media must cooper-

ate more closely to f ind answers to the big questions 

of our time. Regular exchange between these areas 

could help create a better understanding of the ex-

pectations, requirements and viewpoints of other 

players in society. Zimmermann lives his belief that 

an economist must also be an adviser.

In all his research and advisory activities he is al-

ways straightforward, independent and politically 

impartial. As an “empirically thinking economist” 

(Süddeutsche Zeitung, 2010), he rejects ideological ri-

gidity. This independence and objectiveness, as well 

as his closeness to policy issues, has earned him a 

strong reputation in the profession. He does not shy 

away from critical policy analyses and positions, even 

if they are met with f ierce resistance from social pol-

icy activists and others. For instance, his arguments 

in favor of labor market reforms, immigration and 

longer working lives prompted heavy criticism in Ger-

many and abroad – but applause just as well.

Throughout his career, Klaus F. Zimmermann has 

supported and promoted young scholars in various 

ways. One of his inventions, the IZA European Sum-

mer School in Labour Economics, has produced a 

number of rising stars in labor economics. Many of 

Zimmermann’s former Ph.D. and habilitation stu-

dents have moved on to prestigious positions, some 

of them leading other institutes. He also makes sure 

that the IZA’s local research team is constantly in-

fused with energetic young scholars.

Global migration and job creation in developing 

countries are Zimmermann’s personal hot topics for 

the coming years. He untiringly calls on policymak-

ers to prepare the western societies for demographic 

change, make their social security systems sustainable, 

and invest in education, childcare and skilled labor im-

migration to meet the human capital needs. In these 

areas IZA has presented a number of policy concepts. 

Poverty reduction can only be successful if develop-

ment cooperation is targeted at improving the labor 

markets. IZA and the World Bank have worked togeth-

er for many years to achieve this goal. Most recently, 

Zimmermann and his IZA team contributed to the new 

World Development Report on Jobs.

One thing is clear: Under the leadership of Klaus 

F. Zimmermann, IZA is well positioned to continue 

shaping the future of labor.

 www.iza.org/home/zimmermann

 www.iza.org/link/kfz-oped

 www.iza.org/link/kfz-news
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The literal translation of IZA’s German name is “Institute for 

the Future of Labor.” So what will the working world look like 

in 2030?

Let me stress four major trends. First, our working 

world will become more “female”. We will see new 

opportunities to combine family, leisure and career. 

The borders between these areas of life will become 

increasingly blurry. 

Second, jobs will become more flexible, with new 

forms of employment made possible also by the inter-

net economy. But standard employment will still dom-

inate for quite some time. After all, f irms also want 

predictability and continuity. 

Third, we are only at the beginning of an accelerat-

ing process of cross-border mobility and global labor 

migration of the circular type. As a result, multicul-

tural workforces require employers to put substan-

tial effort into diversity management. Fourth, demo-

graphic change is accompanied by a concentration of 

job prospects in the larger cities, with a rising number 

of single households. In short, the future of labor will 

be challenging.

LeT’S TALK AbouT THe fuTure! 
InTervIeW WITH KLAuS f. ZImmermAnn

Should we be afraid of the future?

I prefer to think of the future as shapeable rather 

than inevitable. More than ever, this also requires 

high-quality labor market research. Labor economics 

does not lack scientif ically well-founded concepts, 

but it is up to policymakers to implement them. 

Germany has shown that this interaction can work. 

The success of the Agenda 2010, which paved the way 

for the new German job miracle, is the result of a suc-

cessful interplay between evidence-based policy ad-

vice, cultural change, and consistent administrative 

implementation. 

By the way, IZA’s foundation in 1998 was not a co-

incidence at a time when the need for reform became 

drastically apparent. Our institute has played an im-

portant role throughout this process. 

So we need not be afraid of the future – if we tackle 

the challenges in time and without hesitation. Ger-

many, in any case, must stay on its reform course and 

cannot afford to rest on its laurels.
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Can the German model be transferred to other countries 

whose labor markets are in desperate need of structural re-

form?

Ultimately each country must tailor its reform strat-

egy to its own specif ic needs and conditions. Ger-

many had to f ind its own way, too. But one thing 

holds true for all labor markets: the more open and 

f lexible, the more dynamic they are. Less regula-

tion means more competition. In most cases this 

will lead to innovation, employment, growth and 

wealth. And besides the German model there are 

many other success stories. 

A fascinating example is the case of Turkey. The 

“sick man upon the Bosphorus” has turned into one of 

the most exciting and promising regions of the world. 

Temporary migration, by the way, has played a major 

role in this transition process. But coming back to the 

German case, what it shows is that success can be 

achieved if reforms are followed through with courage 

and against all resistance. Candid assessments of the 

status quo are always the starting point.

What can labor market research do to help?

It is essential that all reform steps are accompanied 

by scientif ic research. In Germany, for instance, IZA 

and other institutes were able to show rather quickly 

which measures were effective and which ones have 

failed. Modern research in economics has highly ef-

f icient tools to analyze the so-called counterfactual 

situation. What would have happened if certain la-

bor market programs had not been implemented, or 

if people had not participated? In the beginning, the 

potential effects are often unclear – and some pro-

grams later turned out utterly useless because they 

did not reach the intended target group. These f ind-

ings are often controversial, but they are absolutely 

vital in order to concentrate on the right programs.

What are the most urgent problems for Germany to tackle?

The key challenge for the next decade is to prepare 

our labor markets for demographic change. In the 

past we have been mainly concerned with a short-

age of jobs. In the future we will suffer from a global 

shortage of skilled labor. 
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And we still lack a conclusive concept that covers all 

the relevant aspects of this challenge: education, fam-

ily, infrastructure, immigration, integration, pensions 

and social security. Our schools also still fail to pre-

pare our young generation adequately for the impend-

ing disruptions in the working world. The discrepancy 

between school curricula and the requirements of the 

labor market continues to be one of Germany’s largest 

disadvantages.

What is your personal favorite research topic with 

regard to the global future?

I am very much interested in the globalization 

of labor markets and circular migration, par-

ticularly of high-skilled workers. In this con-

text, the developments in Asia, above all in 

China, cannot be ignored. This is where the 

world’s largest labor market and social policy 

experiments are taking place. Very soon China 

will replace Europe and North America as the 

major breeding ground for the future elites in 

research, technology and business. 

More than any other country in the world, 

China has realized that the new global com-

petition requires consistent investment in in-

ternationally minded economic elites. In the medium 

to long term, China will abound with globally mobile 

leaders who will successfully combine traditional val-

ues with western management experience and know-

how. Irrespective of all political and ideological differ-

ences, we should follow this development more closely.
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IZA AT A GLAnCe (I): ProfILe

The Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA) is an eco-

nomic research center concentrating on the scientif ic 

analysis of national and international labor market 

developments. The institute also provides scientif ical-

ly founded advice to political and corporate decision 

makers. Its aim is to help find sustainable solutions for 

the problems in today’s labor markets and to actively 

shape tomorrow’s labor economics.

As a private non-profit organization, IZA is inde-

pendent from political agendas and short-term com-

missioned research. This is ensured by substantial sup-

port from the Deutsche Post Foundation and additional 

funding from other international sources. With its focus 

on urgent labor market problems of our time, its inde-

pendence due to private funding and its international 

orientation, IZA is a globally unique research institution.

The main objectives of IZA are to pursue original 

and internationally competitive research activities in 

all f ields of labor economics and to transfer scientif ic 

results into practical concepts. The institute works 

closely with other prestigious research centers and 

universities on national, European and internation-

al levels, with access to the largest network of labor 

economists worldwide. The broad spectrum of high-

level research has quickly established the institute as a 

member of the international scientif ic elite and several 

research teams try continuously to develop concepts 

for tomorrow’s working world.

IZA not only presents its research results at all ma-

jor conferences in the field, but the institute itself has 

become an important organizer of numerous work-

shops and conferences on selected topics in labor eco-

nomics.

A number of international organizations, compa-

nies and government departments have sought IZA’s 

expertise in research and policy advice. The institute 

sees itself as a place of communication between eco-

nomic science and political practice. Moreover, the 

network of IZA Policy Fellows consisting of influential 

representatives from business, politics, society and 

the media allows IZA to cooperate actively with key 

decision makers. Stimulating the exchange between 

science and practice, this network also helps IZA fo-

cus its research and advisory activities on particularly 

important f ields.

The wide range of online information and commu-

nication services provided by IZA is targeted both at 

the academic community and a wider audience.

Influential Contributions to the Debate:  
IZA Publications

The wide range of IZA publications provides an impor-

tant contribution to academic and public debates. The 

influential IZA Discussion Paper Series makes current re-

search findings by IZA staff and network members avail-
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able before they are published in an academic journal. 

With more than 7,000 titles to date, the series greatly 

influences the international scientific discussion. 

Five new open-access IZA Journals cover all relevant 

aspects of labor economics and guarantee a swift peer 

review and publication process. In addition, IZA hosts 

the editorial office of the Journal of Population Economics 

and co-edits the Research in Labor Economics series.

The IZA Research Report Series publishes shorter sci-

entif ic reports on current issues in labor market policy. 

Presenting particularly practice-oriented studies, the 

IZA Policy Paper Series directly addresses political and 

economic decision makers. IZA Books, most notably 

the prestigious IZA Prize Book Series, are released in 

cooperation with renowned publishers. The IZA Com-

pact newsletter provides information about current 

research activities and initiatives of the institute to a 

worldwide audience.

effective exchange of Knowledge:  
IZA event Program

The IZA event agenda contains regular seminars, work-

shops and international conferences for labor market 

experts. This program is complemented by discussion 

forums and lectures for a wider audience as well as an 

attractive teaching program in labor economics and 

measures to promote the academic elite. 

Each program area holds Annual Conferences or IZA 

Topic Weeks to exchange recent f indings on key issues 

in labor market research and policy. In cooperation 

with the Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR), 

IZA organizes the annual European Summer Symposium in 

Labour Economics (ESSLE), where renowned labor econ-

omists and promising young European researchers 

meet to discuss current labor market issues. 

As part of its strong collaboration with the World 

Bank, the IZA/WB Conference on Employment and Devel-

opment takes place at alternating international venues 

every year. Jointly organized with the Society of Labor 

Economists (SOLE), the annual IZA/SOLE Transatlantic 

Meeting of Labor Economists lays the foundations for co-

operative efforts among European and American re-

searchers. 

The weekly IZA Research Seminar provides an oppor-

tunity to discuss current labor market issues and new 

research approaches at the institute. With its annual 

European Summer School in Labor Economics, IZA supports 

promising young scholars in this f ield. The IZA Tower 

Talk series provides a local platform for prominent 

guest speakers from politics, business and society.
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WHAT our reSeArCH feLLoWS SAy ...

“ Who’d have thunk it? IZA has widened the scope of labor 
economics and policy analysis to include more researchers, 
more countries, and more issues. It has moved from being 
a German center to a global center of economic analysis. 
Wow!”

richard b. freeman (Harvard University)

“ In its relatively few years of existence, IZA has dramatical-
ly improved the interactions of labor economists with one 
another around the world, generating a true international 
community of labor economists for the first time. It has 
also successfully raised the profile of labor economics research 
and its implications for public policy within the academic and 
policy communities. Not bad for 15 years of work!”

Harry Holzer (Georgetown University)

“ In 15 years, IZA has become a benchmark of academic 
excellence and policy relevance. Through its fellows net-
work, its working papers series, its newly created academic 
journals and its awards, IZA is the think tank of reference 
in labor economics.”

elyès Jouini (Université Paris Dauphine)

“ I have for a while watched the remarkable intellectual en-
ergy that IZA has brought to the field of labor economics. 
Indeed, its contributions are so multifarious that it comes 
as a surprise to learn that it was founded only fifteen years 
ago. With technology advancing the way it is, I believe that the 
problem of labor will be more and more the center of global con-
cerns. So be prepared to have your hands full. Congratulations 
to IZA for the past and best wishes for the future. Congratu-
lations also for venturing more into the problems of labor in 
emerging economies.”

Kaushik basu (The World Bank)

“ Over its short life IZA has developed into the major 
Centre for the study of labor economics in Europe. It has 
challenged and galvanized a new cohort of researchers all 
over the world into thinking more deeply about the urgent 
intellectual and policy issues of our times. If it has achieved all 
this while still only a teenager, what more will it accomplish 
when it becomes an adult”

John van reenen (CEP, London School of Economics)

“ IZA is an amazing success: it has been a network with a 
worldwide visibility from the start, it has promoted fruitful 
exchanges between European and US labor economists, 
and it has contributed to the development of research in 
labor economics in Europe. Last but not least, through the policy 
implications of this research, it has contributed to the impressive 
economic success of Germany.”

etienne Wasmer (Sciences Po, Paris)
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“ From a tiny group in 1997 IZA has become THE network 
of labor economists worldwide. Uniquely, it provides a fo-
rum for labor economists everywhere to exchange ideas.”

Daniel S. Hamermesh (University of Texas at Austin; 
Royal Holloway University of London)

“ IZA Director Klaus F. Zimmermann has succeeded in 
gathering the best European labor economists at a time 
when they were looking with envy at the American equiva-
lents. IZA became for labor economists the European 
NBER. We are all indebted to Klaus, and his dedication to 
furthering our common understanding of unemployment, wages, 
immigration, mobility and all topics of our discipline.”

francis Kramarz (CREST-INSEE)

“ Klaus Zimmermann and his team founded this institution 
and quickly transformed it into a top research center. It is 
one of the hottest meeting points and a research labora-
tory that generates world class output. Congratulations to 
IZA on its 15th birthday!”

Kai Konrad (Max Planck Institute for Tax Law and Public 
Finance, Munich)

“ IZA’s ‘home base’ in Bonn has become a crossroads for 
the world‘s leading labor economists. Hardly a week goes 
by without a stimulating talk at the research frontier. Both 
in-house researchers and visitors are lucky to have such a 
cornucopia of expertise at their doorstep.”

Peter Kuhn (University of California, Santa Barbara)

“ Happy anniversary. What a difference does 15 years 
make! Research in labor economics has truly become a 
world joint venture, with IZA at the forefront.  
Congratulations.”

olivier blanchard (MIT)

“ IZA has made an enormous contribution to the economics 
discipline by providing a forum for the world‘s economists 
to share their research. Junior researchers in particular 
have benefited immensely from their interaction with 
IZA.”

Deborah Cobb-Clark (University of Melbourne)

“ For now 15 years IZA has been the place for economists to 
meet and exchange ideas on labor, migration and popula-
tion issues. It has succeeded in attracting a wide range of 
top scientists and papers across the globe. To assess IZA’s 
contribution let us imagine what would have been the world of 
labor, migration and population studies without it. Different 
for sure. Undoubtedly not as stimulating and interactive as it is 
now.”

Pierre Pestieau (CREPP, Université de Liège)
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IZA’s research and policy agenda is well-defined, yet 

flexible. The current program comprises eight main 

research areas and a fixed-term special area. Within 

these program areas, IZA network members conduct 

extensive research, initiate joint projects on a global 

level, discuss their f indings, and communicate them 

to the public immediately and free of charge. The IZA 

research program is complemented by a special focus 

evaluation of Labor market Programs

Modern welfare states spend substantial amounts on labor market policies and 

education programs aimed at promoting employment and wages. For success-

ful policy development, monitoring of program outcomes is essential. This pro-

gram area meets the demand for empirical evidence on the effectiveness of labor 

market-related policies. Which participants in a program benefit from it? How 

does the initiative affect those who do not participate? Are the effects stable in 

the longer run? Econometric evaluation gives answers to these types of questions. 

Simulation approaches based on empirical regularities in individual behavior en-

able evaluation even before implementation of new programs. Using these tech-

niques for rigorous cost-benefit analysis, IZA provides independent policy advice 

with the goal to improve the effectiveness of policy instruments and to contribute 

to a more targeted allocation of f inancial resources.

Gerard J. van den Berg
(University of Mannheim; IZA)

Marco Caliendo
(University of Potsdam; IZA)

Patrick Arni
(IZA)

on Labor Policy, which analyzes policy-relevant issues 

and synthesizes the research results from all program 

areas for the purpose of advising decision makers in 

politics and business. This successful structure is con-

stantly reassessed and modified to meet changing 

needs. The most recent example for a flexible response 

to new requirements is the creation of an IZA research 

program on environment and employment.

IZA AT A GLAnCe (II): reSeArCH AnD PoLICy AGenDA

 www.iza.org/link/evaluation
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behavioral and Personnel economics

What makes some employment relationships successful, and causes others to 

fail? What is the role of government and the law in enhancing the performance of 

existing and new employment relationships? These are key questions for person-

nel economics. Workplace performance does not depend only on the relationship 

between measured performance and pay, but also on many other features of the 

workplace environment, including employee morale, job security, and the per-

ceived “fairness” of one’s pay. Individual preferences and personality characteris-

tics such as risk attitudes, patience and perseverance, or extraversion, are equally 

important for understanding educational attainment and labor market success. 

The program area studies these topics to identify the best strategies to manage 

employment relationships.

Steffen Altmann
(IZA)

Armin Falk
(University of Bonn)

migration

The migration phenomenon poses important interrogatives to researchers, policy 

makers and practitioners. What are the major determinants of worldwide human 

mobility? How can we assess the impact of migration in the sending and receiving 

areas, and develop better strategies for social and economic integration? These 

are some of the crucial research questions to which this program area is seeking 

answers. The area is also interested in the many aspects of adjustment of the 

migrants and their descendants in the destination regions. At a broader level, our 

research aims at providing evidence-based recommendations to design migration 

and integration policies. Among leading topics covered over the years are the eco-

nomics of migrant ethnicity and ethnic identity, the post-enlargement migration 

in the EU and the relationship between the welfare state and migration. 

Martin Kahanec
(Central European University; IZA)

Amelie F. Constant
(George Washington University; 

Temple University; IZA)

Corrado Giulietti
(IZA)

 www.iza.org/link/personnel

 www.iza.org/link/migration
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Labor markets and Institutions

What is the role of labor market institutions such as unions, employment protec-

tion legislation, minimum wages, unemployment insurance and other institutions 

of the welfare state on labor market outcomes and economic performance? This 

program area analyzes the effects of these institutions on individual economic 

outcomes, such as employment, unemployment and earnings, on wage inequal-

ity, on firm dynamics and economic growth. The focus of the analysis is at the mi-

cro level with an emphasis on the macroeconomic outcomes. The program area 

is also concerned with the political-economy and the cultural determinants of 

labor market institutions and labor market reforms. Furthermore, a related focus 

of attention is on the interaction between labor markets and product or f inancial 

markets and their respective institutions as markets become ever more global.

Konstantinos Tatsiramos
(University of Leicester; IZA) 

Pierre Cahuc
(Ecole Polytechnique; IZA) 

Labor markets in emerging and Transition economies

The analysis of labor markets in transition economies is still a wide and f lourish-

ing f ield. The IZA program area pursues several strands of this analysis: looking 

at special adjustment mechanisms in the labor market, emphasizing the differ-

ences between Central European countries and the countries of the Former So-

viet Union; evaluating the success of labor market reforms in the light of Western 

experience; discussing the lessons that can be drawn from these reform efforts 

for EU economies; analyzing labor issues that are connected to EU accession of 

the Central European countries; examining the internal labor market in Russia 

and Ukraine; comparative studying labor market reforms and how they relate 

to general economic policies and political institutions, and investigating impor-

tant issues related to Chinese labor market reforms. 

Alexander Muravyev
(IZA)

Hartmut Lehmann
(University of Bologna; IZA)

 www.iza.org/link/institutions

 www.iza.org/link/transition
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employment and Development

The economic and social transformations in many developing countries over the 

last decade have often put their economies on higher and more sustainable growth 

paths. In many cases, however, poor labor market conditions still lead to high un-

employment levels, increased inequality and exclusion. A well functioning labor 

market can be the key to a business climate where new firms are created and private 

agents find the proper incentives to invest and innovate. But sound labor markets 

that promote the creation of more and better jobs are also needed to guarantee the 

success of structural reforms, to maintain the social support for those reforms, and 

to ensure that the benefits are widely distributed. Achieving these targets is crucial 

to an effective implementation of poverty reduction. Against this background, IZA 

has launched this program area in collaboration with the World Bank.

Stefano Scarpetta
(OECD; IZA)

David A. Robalino
(World Bank; IZA)

Alpaslan Akay
(IZA)

Theodora Xenogiani
(OECD; IZA)

The future of Labor 

The future of labor is being set today through the decisions of individual workers, 

business people and policy makers. Today’s labor market and today’s policies set 

in motion decisions about participation, education, retirement and investment 

which cast a long shadow into the future, as individuals progress through their 

careers and businesses run through their life cycle. At the same time global trends 

– fast-paced technological progress, worldwide inseparable interconnections of 

workflows, and a dynamic population aging due to demographic change – influ-

ence the labor market. With its program area on the “Future of Labor”, IZA seeks 

to improve our understanding of the effects of today’s labor markets and labor 

policies on future labor market outcomes.
Andreas Peichl

(IZA)

David G. Blanchflower
(Dartmouth College; IZA)

 www.iza.org/link/future

 www.iza.org/link/development
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environment and employment

Optimal environmental policy aims at equalizing benefits and costs of improving 

environmental quality. While the benefits generally accrue in form of increased 

health, worker productivity, quality of life, and amenity values, the costs of envi-

ronmental regulations are mostly borne through impacts on industrial activity and 

labor market outcomes. Successful policy development requires information on the 

connection between environmental regulations, labor markets and industrial activ-

ity. IZA aims at providing empirical evidence on the costs and benefits of environ-

mental policies. Do renewable energy policies lead to changes in employment? How 

can we evaluate the impact of climate change and natural disasters on economic 

outcomes and labor markets?

Special research Area: 
Growth and Labor markets in Low Income Countries

IZA and the UK Government Department for International Development (DFID) 

cooperate in the IZA/DFID Growth and Labour Markets in Low Income Coun-

tries Programme (GLM | LIC) aimed at improving worldwide knowledge on 

labor market issues in low-income countries as the basis for future policy de-

cisions. To date research on labor markets and economic growth has mainly fo-

cused on more advanced economies – with limited applicability to low-income 

countries given the particular sectoral structure of their economies and the im-

portance and size of the informal sector. More research is therefore needed to 

identify appropriate labor market policies. GLM | LIC is targeted at addressing 

this important gap in research. Over a period of f ive years, promising research 

projects will be selected for funding with the overall objective of delivering a sig-

nif icant new body of evidence on growth and labor markets that will help shape 

policies in low-income countries.  glm-lic.iza.org

Janneke Pieters
(IZA)

David Lam
(University of Michigan; IZA)

Olivier Deschenes
( University of California, Santa 
Barbara; IZA)

 www.iza.org/link/environment
Nico Pestel
(IZA) 
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IZA Labor Policy Analysis and Advice

IZA’s special focus on “Labor Policy” reflects the great importance of evidence-

based policy making. With its team of policy experts, IZA analyzes and evalu-

ates existing policies on the national and international level, utilizes the results of 

the IZA program areas, and develops concrete policy proposals. The term “labor 

policy” covers a wide range including all areas of government activity which have 

direct or indirect effects on the labor market. These include measures of so-called 

active labor market policy, which are generally carried out by the government, 

such as job placement, training programs, job creation programs, or wage subsi-

dies. Another aspect of labor market policy is the design of various labor market 

institutions, such as collective bargaining, employment protection, workplace 

regulations, education, immigration law, and many others. Of particular impor-

tance is the social security system, which not only guarantees a minimum stan-

dard of living, but also covers unemployment benefits, short-time compensation, 

partial retirement, and other benefits that have a substantial impact on worker 

behavior and, hence, on the efficiency of the labor market.

With its own behavioral techniques, IZAΨMOD (IZA Policy Simulation Model), 

IZA is able to analyze the labor supply reactions and employment effects of tax 

and benefit reforms. IZAΨMOD enables the institute to give policymakers infor-

mation about appropriate modifications of planned initiatives even prior to their 

adoption.

Hilmar Schneider
( Director of Labor Policy)

Werner Eichhorst
( Deputy Director of  
Labor Policy )

 www.iza.org/link/politics
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Since 2003 the German government has implemented 

a series of far-reaching labor market reforms. Known 

under the term Agenda 2010, these reforms have con-

tributed substantially to the remarkable success of the 

German labor market in weathering the economic and 

financial crisis. Not long ago called the “sick man of Eu-

rope”, Germany has turned into an international role 

model within just a few years, thanks to the federal gov-

ernment’s courageous reform efforts. IZA has accom-

panied the reform process from the very beginning and 

participated actively in the debate 

on a systematic evaluation of these 

reforms. The legislation had explic-

itly called for scientific research to 

accompany the key phases of the 

reform process. IZA was involved in 

several of these evaluations of spe-

cific policy programs.

further education and  
Training of the unemployed  
Pays off

The promotion of further education and 

training (FbW) for the unemployed was fundamen-

tally reformed under the Agenda 2010. The aim of the 

FbW reform was to improve the quality by introduc-

ing competition among training providers and by the 

implementation of a quality management within local 

employment agencies. Among other things, training 

vouchers were introduced as a new means of alloca-

tion, while service providers and their programs now 

needed to be certif ied to enter the market.

Re-employment probabilities and the duration 

of unemployment spells were regarded as criteria for 

success. The IZA study found that measures of fur-

ther education and training, contrary to the criticism 

that had been raised, did indeed cause positive over-

all effects even in the times before reform. The 

overall impact of the reform is positive: The 

effectiveness of this policy tool was no-

tably improved once again, even despite 

shorter average durations of program 

participation. 

Transfer Programs:  
Counterproductive

IZA also evaluated the policy of facilitat-

ing re-employment of laid-off employees 

with the help of so-called “transfer pro-

grams.” These programs go beyond sub-

sidized further training programs and also include job 

placement assistance. Moreover, they grant the ser-

vice providers substantial leeway in organizing their 

placement activities. The reform has led to a signif i-

IZA InvoLveD In evALuATIon of GermAn LAbor mArKeT reformS
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I Z A  Research Report No. 7

Evaluation der Maßnahmen zur Umsetzung 
der Vorschläge der Hartz-Kommission
Bericht 2005

Hilmar Schneider
Karl Brenke
Lutz Kaiser
Jacob Steinwede
Birgit Jesske
Arne Uhlendorff
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Evaluation der Maßnahmen zur Umsetzung 
der Vorschläge der Hartz-Kommission
Bericht 2006

Hilmar Schneider   Ulf Rinne
Karl Brenke   Marc Schneider
Birgit Jesske   Jacob Steinwede
Lutz Kaiser   Arne Uhlendorff

February 2007
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cant decrease in the number of program participants. 

Obviously, this instrument – previously often abused 

as a gateway into early retirement – has lost impor-

tance. It is certainly attributable to the reform that 

transfer programs no longer negatively affect reinte-

gration rates. Nonetheless, transfer programs would 

only be justif ied if they were more effective at improv-

ing the participants’ employment prospects than the 

training and placement services provided anyway by 

the job centers of the Federal Employment Agency. 

This is neither the case for transfer programs, nor for 

the short-time allowance paid to workers facing mass 

layoffs. These f indings prompted the federal govern-

ment to largely discontinue these programs.

Positive Impact of Start-up Allowances for 
the unemployed

Start-up allowances were among the pivotal instru-

ments that were incorporated into the toolbox of la-

bor market policy in the course of the reform process. 

IZA has looked closely at the medium- and long-term 

effectiveness of these programs. Several studies based 

on extensive interviews of new entrepreneurs evaluated 

these instruments, which were repeatedly modified over 

the past years. Overall, start-up subsidies for the unem-

ployed were found to be successful and effective. A large 

share of program participants remains self-employed in 

the critical phase after the end of the benefit period. 

Others have successfully found wage employment. 

Start-up subsidies thus generate positive labor market 

effects without any substantial deadweight losses. 

The fact that the German policymakers basically 

abolished the start-up allowance again – despite the 

positive evaluation by IZA and other institutions – 

shows that the interplay of science and politics still 

has room for improvement when it comes to labor 

market reform.

 www.iza.org/link/report7.pdf

 www.iza.org/link/report10.pdf

 ftp.iza.org/dp3880.pdf

 ftp.iza.org/dp4790.pdf

 ftp.iza.org/dp5566.pdf

 ftp.iza.org/dp6030.pdf

 ftp.iza.org/dp6035.pdf
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IZA contributes to European policymaking in vari-

ous ways. The institute’s involvement ranges from 

participation in high-level advisory bodies to the 

President of the European Commission, to which 

IZA Director Klaus F. Zimmermann was appointed 

several times, to the provision of expert reports for 

the Commission and frequent advi-

sory activities for the European Par-

liament. 

IZA reports for the European Com-

mission included the methodology of 

comparative labor market policy evalu-

ation, as well as questions of social and 

economic integration of ethnic minori-

ties, and the geographic mobility of la-

bor within the European Union. 

For the European Parliament IZA 

analyzed, among other issues, the prog-

ress achieved under the Social Agendas, 

mobility and labor market integration 

of people with disabilities, and the role of social pro-

tection as an economic stabilizer during the economic 

and financial crisis. In addition, an analysis of the la-

bor market integration of migrants and a comparative 

study of the EU pension systems were conducted for 

the European Parliament.

Beyond providing direct advice to the EU policy 

institutions, IZA puts great emphasis on bringing 

together academic science and policymakers across 

Europe, as ref lected by the growing network of in-

ternational IZA Policy Fellows. The IZA network reg-

ularly comes together in Brussels for policy-oriented 

conferences. Moreover, IZA maintains 

a close partnership with the OECD in 

Paris.

At the same time, IZA provides exten-

sive, independent advice to German 

policymakers. Coordinated by IZA 

Director Klaus F. Zimmermann, IZA 

researchers accept invitations to join 

advisory bodies to the federal govern-

ment and to parliamentary commit-

tees. In addition, the political parties 

represented in the Bundestag, the of-

fice of the German President, and state 

governments have sought IZA’s advice on various oc-

casions. Recognizing IZA’s expert knowledge and ide-

ological independence, numerous federal ministries 

have commissioned IZA with research reports on key 

labor market issues. Scope and topics of these reports 

reflect the generally increasing demand among policy-

makers for independent research. 

IZA ProvIDeS ToP-LeveL ADvICe To eu CommISSIon, 
euroPeAn PArLIAmenT AnD GermAn PoLICymAKerS
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For the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Af-

fairs, for example, IZA has outlined ways to create 

employment for low-skilled workers, evaluated the 

effectiveness of subsidized further training, and rec-

ommended strategies for the activation of skilled 

labor. The Federal Ministry of Education and Re-

search commissioned an IZA study of the demand 

for international high-skilled workers, and a report 

on the major trends in labor 

supply and demand until 2020. 

Studies prepared for the 

Federal Ministry of Econom-

ics and Technology included 

growth aspects of European 

labor market policy, the effects 

of regulations on additional 

labor income for benef it re-

cipients, and an assessment of 

competing models for creating 

employment that pays a living 

wage. 

For the Federal Ministry of 

Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, 

Women and Youth, IZA ana-

lyzed family-friendly f lexible 

working time arrangements 

as a strategy to cope with the 

skilled labor shortage, and 

provided an international benchmarking study on 

family support services.

In addition, IZA’s media activities aim at com-

municating policy recommendations to the public 

and pointing policymakers at important problems 

that need to be solved. A number of new requests 

for expertise result from media reports on previous 

IZA studies.
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Analysis of the Social Agendas
Based on a study conducted for the European Parliament under contract 
IP/A/EMPL/FWC/2008-002/C1/SC1 
Copyright remains with the European Parliament

Werner Eichhorst (IZA)
Stephanie Devisscher (IDEA)
Thomas Leoni (WIFO)
Paul Marx (IZA)

April 2010
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Based on a study conducted for the European Parliament under contract 
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Copyright remains with the European Parliament

Werner Eichhorst (IZA)
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Copyright remains with the European Parliament

Werner Eichhorst (IZA)
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Copyright remains with the European Parliament
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Où est l’islam des Lumières,
promis par Barack H. Obama
et les élites européennes as-
soupies ? Pas en Égypte ni en
Tunisie libérées de leurs des-

potes : il ne fait plus bon y être une femme
émancipée. Pas davantage en Libye, pays
déchiré et cible des salafistes qui ont tué
l’ambassadeur des États-Unis. En Syrie, le
soulèvement populaire contre le pouvoir
est semblablement menacé de récupéra-
tion par les plus fanatiques, épaulés par le
Qatar et l’Arabie saoudite, eux-mêmes
soutenus par l’Occident subjugué. En juin
2009, au Caire, Obama avait fait l’éloge de
« la tradition de tolérance de l’islam » en
annonçant des relations nouvelles avec le
mondemusulman.Àcetteoccasion, il avait
rappelé la force symbolique de son second
prénom, Hussein, et son attachement à la
culturede sonpère. Sanaïveté se lit dans ce
mondearabequi fourbit ses armes.
Voilà oùmène la « politique de l’apaise-

ment » américaine, source d’inspiration
pour une partie du monde politique fran-
çais, FrançoisHollandeen tête.Desconflits

multiformes se profilent, attisés par un is-
lamconquérant qui a jaugé les faiblesses de
son adversaire atavique. Les aspirations
démocratiques des « printemps arabes »
ont cédé la place, aumieux auxFrèresmu-
sulmans présentés comme «modérés »
par ceux qui ont déjà capitulé, au pire aux
illuminés de « l’islam des origines ».
Ceux-là hurlent leur haine des juifs et des
chrétiens au prétexte d’une minable vidéo
qui (sacrilège !) donne un visage à Maho-
met et (blasphème !) le critique. Obama
voulait faire la leçon à George W. Bush,
coupable d’appeler par leur nom les « isla-
mo-fascistes ». Les voilà qui paradent aux
quatre coinsde la planète.
L’Iran explosif confirme l’échec du soft

power, tarte à la crème du diplomatique-
ment correct. En 2009, la jeunesse ira-
nienne, aspirant à se libérer d’une théo-
cratie obscurantiste, scandait : «Obama,
es-tu avec eux ou avec nous ? » Elle a été
abandonnée parWashingtonqui, soucieux
de ménager les ayatollahs, a conforté un
régime dictatorial et apocalyptique rêvant
de rayer Israël de la carte. Depuis, la dicta-

ture se joue des embargos brandis pour
contrer son arsenal nucléaire, à deux
doigts d’être opérationnel. Engagé dans
une fuite en avant, l’Iran des mollahs peut
devenir le théâtre d’un conflit mondial. Il
n’est plus certain que les Israéliens bluffent
encore quand ils se disent prêts à détruire
les sites atomiques qui les menacent. Tel
est le bilan d’un angélisme d’État, à peine
écornépar l’exécutiondeBenLaden.
Ces échecs, qui s’ajoutent auxdégrada-

tions économiques et sociales des États-
Unis, pèseront lourd dans ces deux der-
niersmois de campagne présidentielle. Le
républicain Mitt Romney, qui talonne le
président sortant, tirera-t-il profit des
promesses non tenues de son adversaire
démocrate ? S’il est en tout cas une leçon
à tirer, c’est que la promotionde la démo-
cratie dans les pays musulmans devient
vite illisible dès qu’elle en vient à des
concessions avec l’islam politique. Quand
le département d’État américain et le
Conseil de l’Europe fustigent, comme ré-
cemment, la législation française interdi-
sant le voile intégral en public, ils mon-
trent qu’ils n’ont rien compris aux
exigences des islamistes d’Europe qui
mettent sans cesse à l’épreuve les capaci-
tés de résistance des pays d’accueil. Le
temps est venude leur dire : non.

Tenir tête aux intimidations
L’islam en Occident n’a pas à exiger un

statut à part. Or c’est ce privilège qui tend
à lui être accordé en France quand la
moindre critique est interprétée, notam-
ment par les médias dévots, comme un
« dérapage » ou un « racisme ». Libéra-
tion a parlé de « vidéo blasphématoire » à
propos de la série Z contre Mahomet.
Le Nouvel Observateur traite de « néo-fa-
chos » ceux qui, comme votre serviteur,
s’inquiètent du multiculturalisme, cheval
de Troie du totalitarisme islamique. L’« is-
lamophobie », brandie y compris à droite
quandAlain Juppé en fait un« point de cli-
vage », est une massue idéologique qui
voit une agression (donc,méritant riposte)
dans la contestation d’un comportement
en rupture avec le mode de vie du pays.
Quand le ministre de l’Intérieur, Manuel
Valls, réitère à propos d’une profanation
demosquéepar des excréments :« S’atta-

quer à une religion, c’est s’attaquer à la ré-
publique », il formule une phrase ambiguë
qui laisse comprendre, à ceux qui exigent
un délit de blasphème, qu’ils ont été en-
tendus. Il est inacceptable de s’attaquer à
un lieu de culte. Mais, héritage des Lumiè-
res, une religion peut être remise en cause
aumême titre qu’une autre pensée.
Ces soumissions et accommodements

sont des reculs qui confortent la propen-
sion de l’islam politique à l’intimidation.
Ces contritions tendent de surcroît à soli-
dariser les modérés avec les plus radicaux
en laissant croire qu’ils sont victimes d’un
Occident qui les rejette ; ce qui est faux en
regard des millions de musulmans qui ont
rejoint l’Europe. C’est pourquoi Charlie
Hebdoa sauvé l’honneur,mercredi, enpu-
bliant des caricatures sur Mahomet et ses
croyants (voir mon blog). Le devoir d’op-
position à l’intolérance et à l’obscurantis-
me oblige à tenir tête aux menaces. Il est
navrant que ce rôle revienne à un hebdo-
madaire satirique qui a fait du mauvais
goût sa marque de fabrique. Mais les actes
de rébellion sont trop rares, surtout dans la
pressedegauche,pour faire la finebouche.
Il est d’ailleurs heureuxqu’à cette occasion
leministrede l’Intérieur ait clarifié sonap-
proche idyllique de l’islam, en rappelant
que la liberté d’expression était un « droit
fondamental ». Osera-t-il l’épreuve de
force, ce risque que fait courir l’emprise
insidieuse de l’islamisme sur les esprits ?

En arriver là…
L’islam des Lumières est probablement

atteignable. Il a su produire des merveilles
artistiques, exposées au Louvre depuis
mercredi. Mais il est faux de prétendre
qu’il est déjà là. Samedi, des salafistes et
des jeunes des cités projettent de renouve-
ler, à Paris, leur manifestation contre les
États-Unis, l’Occident et les Juifs. Les bel-
les âmesqui ont permis d’en arriver làme-
surent-elles leur responsabilité ?

Au fou !
Dans ce contexte, des socialistes veulent

accélérer l’instaurationdudroit devotedes
étrangerspour les élections locales.À61%,
les sondés viennent de faire savoir leur op-
position. Leur faut-il, enplus, crier au fou !
blog.lefigaro.fr/rioufol
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La compétition entrenations
est positive pour les populations
et les économies, et c’est un
facteurd’élévationduniveau
devie. Le choixde la cible
est toutefois essentiel. François

Hollande a choisi l’Allemagne comme
cible de ses ambitions. Ce choix s’inscrit
dans la continuité d’une campagne
présidentielle pendant laquelle les deux
candidats ont beaucoupdébattu
des secrets de la réussite économique
allemande.Après son élection, au lieu
de rechercherdans la stratégie allemande
les éléments susceptibles de fonctionner
enFrance, le nouveauprésident a choisi
d’opposer austérité et croissance. Si sa
posturede championde la croissance lui
a valuun soutienpolitique–desÉtats-
Unis à laGrèce– elle a apporté peude
résultats.Dans le vraimondede la réforme
économique, les déclarations abstraites en
faveurde la« croissance »ont peu
d’impact.M.Hollande ad’ailleurs
introduit un fauxdébat : une simple
comparaison statistiquedesPIB
allemands
et français suffit àmontrer que
l’Allemagnen’est évidemmentpas
« anticroissance ».
Il faut doncque le président français

abandonne sa rhétoriquede campagne

pour s’atteler rapidement aux travaux
pratiques. L’Allemagne redoute
par-dessus tout devoir se reproduire le
même schémaqu’à l’arrivée aupouvoir
deNicolas Sarkozy en2007 : près d’une
année gâchée à la poursuite d’idées
fallacieuses avant le retour à la réalité.
Vu la gravité de la crise de l’euro, une telle
erreurn’est plus possible. Il faut d’urgence
s’attaquer aux sources domestiques des
problèmes économiques (micro-réformes
sectorielles, réductiondesdépenses
et réforme fiscale).

Desmesures ont été prisesmais,même
si le chômagedes jeunes est préoccupant,
est-il judicieuxde consacrer 2milliards
d’euros à la créationde 100000emplois
pour eux ?L’intention, louable, est
entachéededirigisme. EnFrance, le coût
du travail a grimpéplus vite que les gains
deproductivité, plombant compétitivité
internationale et rentabilité des
entreprises. Si les effets sur la demande

intérieure ont pu être positifs à court
terme, l’investissement des entreprises
a été découragé.Or celui-ci est impératif.
Endehors de quelques secteurs comme
le luxe, l’économie française n’est pas
assez spécialisée pour aborder l’avenir.

I l existe desmoyensdirects d’agir.
L’assouplissement dumarchédu travail

et l’abaissement de son coût serviraient
l’économie française. C’est la stratégie
qu’a adoptée le principal concurrent
européende la France, qui n’est pas
l’Allemagnemais leRoyaume-Uni.
Depuis unedizained’années, les deux
pays se talonnent. Longtemps,
les Français ont tenu la corde ; enmême
tempsqu’elle se financiarisait, l’économie
britannique se désindustrialisait de façon
inquiétante. Le gouvernementCameron
s’est employé à rectifier le tir et à
promouvoir l’activitémanufacturière.
Certes, le Royaume-Uni peut jouer sur
son tauxde change.Mais la productivité
a été stimulée dans les usines, faisant
affluer les investissements directs
étrangers et incitant les entreprises
britanniques à investir. Ce redressement
industriel devrait inspirer la France.
OrM.Hollande apréféré demander

à l’Allemagned’assouplir sa position
vis-à-vis de l’inflation, des salaires

et des investissements, ce qui ne résoudra
pas lemalaise français. Il ne rime à rien
dedire auxFrançais que cen’est pas à eux
mais auxAllemandsde changer. En effet,
il y a fort à parier que lesAllemandsvont
faire preuvede souplesse dans la conduite
duprogrammede croissance, parce que,
pour eux, austérité et croissancevont
depair.M.Hollande risque alors de se
retrouver dans une situation calamiteuse,
se targuant (à tort) d’avoir fait changer
d’avis lesAllemands sans réussir
à améliorer notablement son économie.
Il n’est pas très efficacede sedéclarer

favorable à une stratégie de croissance
en se contentant de chercher à financer
lemodèle économique français en l’état.
Seules obtiendront des résultats
les économies prêtes à optimiser leurs
méthodes en continu, sans se cramponner
àunmodèle révolu. Les pays scandinaves
ont prouvéque cet objectif - tendre
vers la croissance sans coupedans les aides
sociales - était réalisable. Lenouveau
président ferait doncbiende réfléchir
aux facteurs de réussite des économies
scandinaves et britannique, plutôt
qued’être obsédépar l’Allemagne.
Lapremière optionouvre à la France
unevoie d’avenir ; la seconde la laisse
engluéedans le passé.
(Traduit de l’anglais par FrançoiseWirth)

« Est-il judicieux de
consacrer 2 milliards d’euros
à la création de 100000
emplois pour les jeunes?»

Klaus F.
Zimmermann

Le directeur de l’Institut
pour l’étude du travail (Iza)
pointe le défaut français
qui consiste à exiger
des autres pays demodifier
leur politique économique
sans remettre en cause
la sienne.
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Der Begriff lässt sich in Deutschland nur im Kontext der sozialen Markt-
wirtschaft verstehen. Damit ist der ökonomisch und gesellschafts-
politisch notwendige soziale Ausgleich über staatliche Eingriffe ge-
meint. Kennzeichnend dafür ist ein produktives Miteinander von Öko-
nomie und Sozialstaat. Soziale Gerechtigkeit meint jedoch im Ver-
ständnis mancher die Gewährung großzügigerer Sozialtransfers.
Auch wenn die Forderung nach weniger Zumutungen für Arbeitslo-
se vielleicht gut gemeint ist, so ist sie doch kurzsichtig. Die Folgen
einer solchen Politik sind augenfällig: Die Arbeitslosigkeit ist hoch,
viele Erwerbspersonen haben enorme Schwierigkeiten, auf dem Ar-
beitsmarkt Fuß zu fassen, manche werden auf Dauer vom Erwerbs-
leben ausgeschlossen. Und gerade wegen steigender Arbeitslosigkeit
haben auch Einkommensunterschiede und Armut in Deutschland zu-
genommen. Dies geht einher mit hohen Steuer- und Abgabenbelas-
tungen auch mittlerer Einkommen. Schließlich steckt in einem sol-
chen System einer der Gründe, warum die wirtschaftliche Dynamik
in Deutschland so gering ausfällt. Es verschlechtert die Lebensper-
spektiven vieler Menschen und erhöht so das Risiko der Arbeitslo-
sigkeit, das weniger wettbewerbsfähige Erwerbspersonen am härtes-
ten trifft.

Alimentierung von Transferbeziehern ist weder 
tragfähig noch gerecht 
Ein solches System ist weder zukunftstauglich noch sozial gerecht.
Transferbezieher werden in ihren Chancen auf Beschäftigung beein-
trächtigt anstatt ihnen Zugänge zum Arbeitsmarkt zu eröffnen. Die
Gleichung »hohe Transferleistungen = soziale Gerechtigkeit«  steht
für ein statisches Denken, nicht für ein dynamisches. Großzügige und
lange gewährte Transferleistungen verlängern die Arbeitslosigkeit.
Sind hingegen Transferleistungen weniger großzügig, dann wird eher
ein niedrig entlohnter Job angenommen, der auch einen Einstieg in
den Arbeitsmarkt bieten kann. Gerechtigkeit, verstanden als Fairness,
stützt sich auf zwei Grundprinzipien: 
1. Jeder hat das Recht auf umfangreiche Grundfreiheiten – soweit und
in dem Maße, wie dadurch die jeweiligen Freiheiten der anderen nicht
verletzt werden. 

2. Soziale und wirtschaftliche Ungleichheiten sind so zu gestalten,
dass erstens vernünftigerweise zu erwarten ist, dass sie zu jeder-
manns Vorteil dienen, und zweitens mit Positionen verbunden sind,
die jedem offen stehen. 
Dies bedeutet, dass Sozialsystem und Arbeitsmarkt so gestaltet wer-
den sollten, dass sie klare Vorteile für alle Bürger bieten und allen oh-
ne Barrieren eine faire Chance auf Teilhabe eröffnen. Zum einen dür-
fen wirtschaftliche Aktivitäten nicht ohne berechtigten Grund ge-
hemmt werden, denn gerade durch die Flexibilisierung der Rahmen-
bedingungen entstehen neue Chancen. Zum anderen muss eine gerechte
Arbeitsmarkt- und Sozialpolitik jedem, der darauf angewiesen ist, ei-
nen verlässlichen materiellen Schutz vor den grundlegenden Exis-
tenzrisiken wie Arbeitslosigkeit gewähren. Gleichzeitig muss eine aus-
reichende Unterstützung bei der Suche nach Möglichkeiten zur Ar-
beitsaufnahme angeboten werden. Im Gegenzug ist der Stellensu-
chende verpflichtet, die angebotenen Hilfen anzunehmen und eigene
Initiative zu entfalten. Ein dauerhafter Bezug von Transferleistungen
bei Erwerbsfähigkeit ist gegenüber den Steuerzahlern, die dafür auf-
kommen müssen, nicht sozial gerecht, und hohe Steuer- und Abga-
benlasten behindern überdies die Schaffung zusätzlicher Beschäfti-
gungsmöglichkeiten. 

Gerechtigkeit als faire Chance auf Teilhabe am 
Erwerbsleben 
Diese Elemente finden sich in Hartz IV wieder: 
� eine moderate Senkung der Leistungen für manche, nicht für alle
Langzeitarbeitslosen, 
� verstärkte Anreize zur Arbeitsaufnahme und 
� das konsequente Einfordern von mehr Eigenbemühungen bei gleich-
zeitigem Angebot besserer Unterstützung. 
Soziale Gerechtigkeit, verstanden als faire Chance auf Teilhabe am Ar-
beitsmarkt, erfordert also Reformen, die kurzfristig zunächst Einbu-
ßen darstellen, aber langfristig nützen. Jeder Leistungsempfänger, der
zum Steuer- und Beitragszahler wird, hilft, das System von Lasten zu
befreien und trägt dazu bei, Spielraum für dringend notwendige Zu-
kunftsinvestitionen zu verschaffen. 

Soziale Gerechtigkeit – aktivieren
statt alimentieren 

www.iza.org eichhorst@iza.org

Stimmen zur Zukunft der Arbeit
www.personalwirtschaft.de
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Dr. Werner Eichhorst, Arbeitsmarktforscher, Forschungsinstitut zur Zukunft der Arbeit, IZA 

»Soziale Gerechtigkeit« ist ein Begriff, der gerne von jenen verwandt
wird, die strukturelle Reformen von Arbeitsmarkt und Sozialstaat 
ablehnen. Besonders lebhaft wird er im Kontext von Hartz IV bemüht.
Die Debatte um soziale Gerechtigkeit greift jedoch tiefer. 

9/2005  Personalwirtschaft

THREE times in my life (so far), I have concluded that
my understanding of the world was substantially wrong.
The first time was after the passage in 1994 of the North
America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), when the flow
of finance to Mexico to build factories to export to the larg-
est consumer market in the world was overwhelmed by
the flow of capital headed to the United States in search of
a friendlier investment climate. The result was the Mexi-
can peso crisis of later that year (which I, as US Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury, had to help contain).

My second epiphany came in the fall and winter of
2008, when it became clear that large banks had no con-
trol over either their leverage or their derivatives books,
and that the world’s central banks had neither the power
nor the will to maintain aggregate demand in the face of a
large financial crisis.

The third moment is now. Today, we face a nominal de-
mand shortfall of 8 per cent relative to the pre-recession
trend, no signs of gathering inflation, and unemployment
rates in the North Atlantic region that are at least three
percentage points higher than any credible estimate of the
sustainable rate. And yet, even though politicians who fail
to safeguard economic growth and high employment tend
to lose the next election, leaders in Europe and the US are
clamouring to enact policies that would reduce output and
employment in the short run.

Am I missing something here?
I had thought that the fundamental issues in macroeco-

nomics were settled in 1829. Back then, even Jean-Bap-
tiste Say no longer believed in Say’s Law of business-cycle
frequencies. He knew very well that a financial panic and
excessive demand for financial assets could produce defi-
cient demand for currently-produced commodities and
for labour, and that while such a short-run breakdown of
Say’s Law might be temporary, it was nonetheless highly
destructive.

Armed with that insight, the disease of the business cy-
cle should be addressed in one or more of three ways.
� Don’t go there in the first place. Avoid whatever it is –
whether an external drain under the gold standard or a
collapse of long-term wealth – that creates a shortage of,
and excess demand for, financial assets.
� If you fail to
avoid the prob-
lem, then have
the government
step in and spend
on currently pro-
duced goods and
services in order
to keep employ-
ment at its normal
levels to offset pri-
vate-sector spend-
ing cuts.
� If you fail to avoid the problem, then have the govern-
ment create and provide the financial assets that the pri-
vate sector wants to hold in order to get the private sector
to resume its spending on currently produced goods and
services.

There are a great many subtleties to how a govern-
ment should attempt to pursue each of these policy op-
tions. Attempts to carry out one of the three may exclude
or interfere with attempts to carry out the others. And, if
inflationary expectations become embedded in an econo-
my, it may be impossible for any of the three cures to
work. But that is not our situation today.

Yet, somehow, all three of these cures are now off the
table. There is no likelihood of reforms of Wall Street and
Canary Wharf aimed at diminishing the likelihood and se-
verity of any future financial panic, and no likelihood of
government intervention to restore the normal flow of
risky finance through the banking system. Nor is there
any political pressure to expand or even extend the anae-
mic government stimulus measures that have been under-
taken.

Meanwhile, the European Central Bank is actively look-
ing for ways to shrink the supply of financial assets that it
provides to the private sector, and the US Federal Reserve
is under pressure to do the same. In both cases, it is
claimed that further expansionary asset-provision poli-
cies run the risk of igniting inflation.

Yet no likelihood of inflation can be seen when track-
ing price indexes or financial-market readings of forecast
expectations. And no approaching government debt crisis
in the core economies can be seen when tracking govern-
ment interest rates.

Nevertheless, when you listen to the speeches of policy-
makers on both sides of the Atlantic, you hear presidents
and prime ministers say things like: “Just as families and
companies have had to be cautious about spending, gov-
ernment must tighten its belt as well.”

And here we reach the limits of my mental horizons as
a neoliberal, as a technocrat, and as a mainstream neo-
classical economist. Right now, the global economy is suf-
fering a grand malseizure of slack demand and high unem-
ployment. We know the cures. Yet we seem determined to
inflict further suffering on the patient. – PS

The writer, a former US assistant secretary of the
treasury, is professor of economics at the University of
California at Berkeley and a research associate at the

National Bureau for Economic Research

By KLAUS F ZIMMERMANN

T
HE death of global manufac-
turing appears to have been
announced prematurely.
This proved to be great news
for Germany. Due to the per-
formance of its export sector,
the German economy man-
aged to exit the recession in
the second quarter of 2009.

Since then, the economy has continued to
recover, posting healthy – and even unex-
pectedly high – growth figures. And unem-
ployment is remarkably low.

However, this is the kind of good news
that can go sour quickly. For now, German
brands may still be able to command a
price premium. But given the relentless
pace of global competition, the writing is al-
ready on the wall. Germany’s competitive
advantage is unlikely to last another 15-20
years.

Germany, along with other manufactur-
ing powerhouses, including the United
States, Japan, and South Korea, sees com-
panies in former developing countries, es-
pecially in Asia, investing heavily in R&D,
managerial training, and education.

Chinese companies in particular, often
highly subsidised by their government and
relying on vast economies of scale, are
grabbing market share in some industries,
such as solar panels and telecommunica-
tions equipment, more quickly than any-
one anticipated.

In short, while the German economy
benefits from the nascent global economic
recovery by providing cars, machinery,
and equipment for the next growth cycle in
manufacturing, the current period at most
represents some valuable breathing space

during which the country needs to develop
and implement a strategy for prospering in
a post-manufacturing world.

The only way for an economy to suc-
ceed in that new world will be to innovate
– develop new technologies, invent new
products, and come up with new ideas bet-
ter and faster than its competitors and, im-
portantly, faster than they can be copied
by others.

Innovation, though, is notoriously diffi-
cult to measure. There are plenty of global
measures of innovation, and you could
think that Germany has nothing to worry
about on the innovation front. For exam-
ple, it ranks second on the INSEAD innova-
tion index, just behind the United States.

But other innovation indices are less
kind. For example, in the Standard &
Poor’s/BusinessWeek Global Innovation In-
dex, a tradable index of the 25 most inno-
vative global companies, the United States
is represented by 16 companies and Japan
by four. Five other countries, including
Germany, have one company each.

And in the DIW Berlin Innovation Indi-
cator, Germany ranks as a laggard. This
analysis looked at 17 leading industrial na-
tions, and Germany places right in the mid-
dle, in ninth place overall. Over the years,
a three-tier hierarchy has developed in our
innovation index: There are the leaders,
then the outright laggards (such as Spain
and Italy), and perched in the uncomforta-
ble middle are the C-level students, of
which Germany is one.

What is disconcerting from a German
perspective is that the country has moved
from a top position to the middle of the ta-
ble. One wonders: Could it be that Germa-
ny, with its welfare state, solid safety net,

and consensus-based politics, has created
a population that is simply too prosperous
to invent anything new and too content
with its lot in life to want to change any-
thing – even for the better?

Could it be that, for all their prosperity
and security, Germans are too reluctant to
take risks and too complacent – in short,
too happy?

It is a well-known fact that more crea-
tive – and more successful – people also of-
ten tend to be less satisfied. Happiness
and/or a pronounced degree of content-
ment don’t seem to feed ambition or create
the fire in the belly that is required to suc-
ceed in a competitive environment, or so
one would assume.

However, this line of reasoning is not
necessarily on target. Nordic countries, no-
tably Finland, Sweden, and Denmark, con-
sistently finish near the top in most innova-
tion indices.

In the DIW index, all three Nordics,
joined by another extremely prosperous
country, Switzerland, place right behind
the United States and make up the first tier
of global innovators. Yet, those countries
tend to provide an even cosier social envi-
ronment and an even stronger safety net
for their people than Germany.

Sweden is famous, of course, for its so-
cial protections – and in the 1970s, its wel-
fare state was habitually blamed for dis-
couraging entrepreneurship and creating
a stagnant economic environment.

Its rise through the ranks of innovators
has occurred in the past two decades – and
while there was some smart trimming,
Sweden’s social welfare state was not ex-
actly being dismantled during this time.

According to the DIW study, Sweden

has the best social climate for innovation
in the world, beating out even the formida-
ble United States.

And speaking of the United States, the
regions most often associated with innova-
tion and cutting-edge technological devel-
opments are California and Massachu-
setts. Sure, these states are home to some
of the country’s leading universities (Mas-
sachusetts is home to Harvard and MIT,
while California has CalTech, Stanford,
and UC-Berkeley).

But these states are often – at least in
less adverse budgetary times than today –
viewed as being among the more progres-
sive-minded in the country and providing
a generous social safety net.

It is clearly not generous social support
that is keeping Germans from taking risks.
Indeed, one might even expect a strong so-
cial safety net to encourage would-be inno-
vators to take on the risk of failure more
willingly.

Innovators and entrepreneurs can try –
and those who don’t succeed will still face
the possible loss of their private assets. But
the social safety net will provide a neces-
sary cushion in terms of health benefits
and other social services for the would-be
entrepreneur – and for his or her family.

Instead, what is keeping Germans from
taking risks is Germans themselves. Ger-
many doesn’t need to change its social sys-
tem or cut its welfare state in order to inno-
vate more effectively. It needs instead to en-
courage risk-taking and improve the capac-
ity to innovate. We’ve got – at most – two
decades to get this right. The clock is tick-
ing.

The writer is the director of the Institute
for the Study of Labour, Germany

LAST weekend’s by-elections in Taiwan which saw the
opposition win again and former vice-president Annette
Lu’s announcement that she intends to launch a bid for
the presidency marked the opening salvo in what is shap-
ing up as a year-long presidential campaign.

There is some way to go before her Democratic Pro-
gressive Party (DPP) decides on its candidate for the pres-
idency in May. She faces formidable rivals in Tsai
Ing-wen, 55, the party leader, and in Su Tseng-chang, a
former premier.

Ms Tsai is a capable organiser and is seen as a poten-
tially strong challenger against President Ma Ying-jeou’s
re-election bid in 2012. Mr Su, 63, who has also been ac-
tively positioning himself for the DPP candidacy, is an en-
thusiastic user of social media, including Facebook. Ms
Lu has remained active politically since leaving office in
2008 and has developed a network of supporters, do-
nors and advisers through a magazine she launched in
2009, the Formosa Weekly.

True, she has detractors. Many wonder if the

66-year-old can pull off a modern campaign that would
draw back the centrist vote, a segment the DPP lost in
the 2008 presidential election – seen as pivotal to the par-
ty’s chances next year.

A poll of voting intentions shows that if an election
were held now, President Ma of the Kuomintang (KMT)

would take 41 per cent of the vote
against 39 per cent for Mr Su. Ms
Tsai would garner 37 per cent
against Mr Ma while Ms Lu would
take only 17 per cent.

As in most democracies, the presidential campaign
will turn on how the economy performs. Mr Ma likes to
tout the success of his pro-China policy, especially the
Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement with Bei-
jing which, in his reckoning, was instrumental in ena-
bling Taiwan’s economy to grow nearly 11 per cent last
year – the strongest gain since 1986.

Even so, there are looming problems. Asset prices
are rising sharply and the property bubble could become

a major issue in the campaign. For instance, home pric-
es in Taipei have soared as much as 73 per cent in the
past five years. The average household income has risen
only 1.2 per cent in the same period. Ordinary wage
earners in the major cities can no longer afford to buy
property. The DPP has sought to capitalise on this issue,
among several, with some success.

The weekend’s by-elections in southern Taiwan for
two legislators – the first poll since the highly competi-
tive special municipality elections last November – saw
the DPP hammering home the issue of distribution of
wealth. It also pushed its China policy based on a recog-
nition of Taiwan’s separate identity. In the event, the
DPP has now won nine out of 12 seats contested in legis-
lative by-elections since 2008.

Still, Mr Ma’s KMT has formidable resources and he
has the advantage of incumbency. Unless external
events – such as a push by Beijing for political ties – up-
set Taiwan’s voter sentiment, the race remains wide
open.
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Could it be that, for all their prosperity and security, Germans are too reluctant to take
risks and too complacent – in short, too happy?

Taiwan presidential election race wide open
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Hijinks: It is a well-known fact that more creative – and more successful – people also often tend to be less satisfied. Happiness and/or a pronounced degree of contentment
don’t seem to feed ambition or create the fire in the belly that is required to succeed in a competitive environment, or so one would assume
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In reaction to current events, IZA has submitted 

various reform recommendations in the form of brief 

statements as well as comprehensive commentaries 

on labor market policy. The institute also involves 

other renowned economists in joint reform propos-

IZA DP No. 24
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An Improved Economic Framework for Increased Employment

The German unemployment problem is still awaiting
the implementation of desperately needed solutions.
Since the 1970s structural unemployment has risen with
every recession. Contrary to most other developed
countries, the decrease in unemployment in a phase of
economic growth is weaker than its increase in the previous
phase of recession. Moreover, the risks of unemployment
are not shared equally. Most likely to be affected are the
low-skilled and the elderly. For the latter in particular,
layoffs often lead to long-term unemployment.

The persistence of unemployment indicates that the
job crisis in Germany is predominantly structural in nature.
One major source of these structural problems are
disincentives put in place by labor market institutions.
The expansion of the welfare state has, with the best of
intentions, created numerous rules protecting workers.
In the process, policymakers have failed to ensure that
the different labor market players – employees,
unemployed, employers, unions and politicians – act in
the interest of society as a whole. Voiced demands alone
will not solve this problem. Likewise, the call for increased
job opportunities for the elderly will ring hollow if the
government at the same time, through early retirement
programs, keeps supporting the idea of gradually
removing elderly employees from companies. Job
opportunities in the low-wage sector cannot be created if
the social safety-net regulations for the low-skilled make
legally employing these workers financially unattractive.
Demands for moderate wage demands will be widely
ignored if the government is willing to use labor market
policy instruments to compensate for the negative
employment effects of excessive pay hikes.

The German Labor Market: A Construction Site for Reform

Seven Proposals for a Modern Labor Market Policy in Germany
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Removing Work Disincentives

Reforming the Unemployment Insurance System

Reorganizing Active Labor Market Policies

Towards Decentralized Bargaining Procedures
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The message is loud and clear: Economic policy needs
to reshape the conditions for private market participants
so that they can once again operate efficiently. Labor
market and social policy have to be clearly separated in
order to overcome the current mingling of economic
policy aims which has been detrimental for growth and
employment. Only under these conditions can the labor
market functions be improved in a way that would entail
a substantial increase in employment.

This is the objective of IZA’s seven proposals for a
modern labor market policy reform. They aim at
improved work incentives and a radical rearrangement
of labor market policy institutions. At the core is the
strict separation of unemployment insurance and active
labor market policy. This is why the IZA policy proposals
go far beyond those made by the Hartz commission to
reform the Federal Employment Services (Bundesanstalt
für Arbeit). IZA’s elements of reform also provide impetus
to a new understanding of collective wage bargaining
autonomy, to a move towards increased flexibility of
labor relations, to responsible education policies, and
to the adoption of adequate responses to the
demographic challenge.

It is not so much the lack of economic insight that
impedes the healing process of the German labor
market, but rather the society’s lack of willingness for
conflict. IZA’s reform proposals contain economic
guidelines for a modern labor market policy. It is not
impossible to improve the policy framework for more
employment. Implementing the proposals, however,
will require a lot of courage from the policymakers in
power.

����� IZA presented its reform proposals for the German labor market to the public in Berlin on November 13, 2002.

C O N S I D E R I N G  T H E  F U T U R E  O F  L A B O RC O N S I D E R I N G  T H E  F U T U R E  O F  L A B O R
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•  From the very beginning, IZA has stimulated the German reform debate: With the “Pe-

tersberg Declaration: Impulses for a Future-Oriented Labor Policy,” IZA Director Klaus 

F. Zimmermann and five other prominent economists called for an incentive-oriented 

employment policy, a reform of income taxation, and a selective immigration policy. This 

declaration marked the starting point for a series of IZA policy positions and proposals 

in the years to come.  ftp.iza.org/dp24.pdf

•  In 2002, before the implementation of the German government’s “Agenda 2010” re-

form package, IZA presented a detailed labor market program for all relevant ar-

eas of reform, ranging from pension systems to education. Some of the IZA pro-

posals for a new policy direction have meanwhile been implemented, while others 

remain as relevant and urgent as ever. The IZA program recommended a reform 

of unemployment insurance, a modernization of the collective bargaining auton-

omy, a demographically viable pension system, and a more flexible labor market.. 

  ftp.iza.org/compacts/iza_compact_en_12.pdf

•  A 2003 IZA initiative to support the recently announced reform intentions of the German 

federal government resulted in 300 renowned economists signing an open letter to German 

policymakers and the general public. With the clear mission to foster the “Agenda 2010” 

policy concept, they appealed for the courage to take steps to modernize the labor market. 

This initiative is still to be seen as one of the most striking concerted reactions to the political 

reform process by German economists.

  ftp.iza.org/compacts/iza_compact_en_15.pdf

IZA eXPerTS’ PoLICy PoSITIonS: An overvIeW

als or participates in selected initiatives to strength-

en the acceptance of endeavors to modernize labor 

markets and social policy. Part of IZA’s mission is to 

be a driving force for economic eff iciency and social 

equality.
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Deutschland steht vor einer entscheidenden Wei-
chenstellung. Die dramatisch hohe Arbeitslosig-
keit und die Finanzkrise der sozialen Sicherungs-
systeme erfordern eine fundamentale Neuorien-
tierung der Wirtschafts-, Arbeitsmarkt- und Sozi-
alpolitik. Nur so lassen sich die gesellschaftlichen
und wirtschaftlichen Herausforderungen meistern,
die technischer Fortschritt, Globalisierung und
demographischer Wandel mit sich bringen.

In dieser Situation muss die Politik endlich ihre
Fähigkeit zu substanziellen Reformen unter Be-
weis stellen. Weiteres Zögern oder Zugeständ-
nisse an die Besitzstandswahrer in den einzel-
nen Interessengruppen führen Deutschland nur
noch tiefer in die Sackgasse ökonomischen Still-
stands. Wenn jetzt nicht konsequent gehandelt
wird, dann droht der Anschluss an den in anderen
Ländern längst begonnenen Anpassungsprozess
endgültig verloren zu gehen.

Die Einleitung von Reformen dient auch der so-
zialen Gerechtigkeit. Wer auf Zeit spielt oder die
nötigen Veränderungen behindert, verbaut Ar-
beitslosen die Rückkehr in Beschäftigung und ris-
kiert den Kollaps der sozialen Sicherungs-
systeme. Betroffen wären davon gerade diejeni-
gen, die der Solidarität durch die Gesellschaft
bedürfen. Darüber hinaus gefährdet die Fortset-
zung einer Politik der Unentschlossenheit die Zu-
kunftsperspektiven nachwachsender Generatio-
nen.

Die Bereitschaft zur Veränderung ist in der Ge-
sellschaft spürbar. Jedoch ist politische Führungs-
stärke erforderlich, um die Reformkräfte zu bün-
deln und die überfälligen Modernisierungen ge-
gen den Widerstand der Bedenkenträger durch-
zusetzen. Die Rückkehr zu Wachstum und Voll-

Den Reformaufbruch wagen!
Aufruf von 300 Ökonomen an die politischen Entscheidungsträger
Mai/August  2003

beschäftigung und die Herstellung von Nachhal-
tigkeit in der sozialen Sicherung sind möglich,
wenn jetzt rasch und unbeirrbar Kurs auf die dazu
notwendigen Reformen genommen wird.

Fehlanreize auf dem Arbeitsmarkt beseitigen

Die geplante Begrenzung der maximalen Bezugs-
dauer von Arbeitslosengeld auf 18 Monate, die
Zusammenlegung von Arbeitslosen- und Sozial-
hilfe auf dem Niveau der Sozialhilfe und die
Leistungskürzung bei Ablehnung einer zumutba-
ren Beschäftigung sind Voraussetzungen dafür,
dass einfache Tätigkeiten attraktiver werden und
es sich für Arbeitslose wieder lohnt, eine Arbeit
aufzunehmen. Das Ziel besteht darin, ihre Ein-
kommen durch Erwerbsarbeit zu verbessern und
so ein ausgetrocknetes Segment des Arbeits-
marktes neu zu beleben. Die Reform des Kündi-
gungsschutzes trägt dazu bei, Einstellungs-
hemmnisse bei den Unternehmen abzubauen. Es
ist falsch zu behaupten, die Leidtragenden sol-
cher Veränderungen seien die sozial Schwachen.
Ein Blick über die nationalen Grenzen zeigt, dass
die in Deutschland alarmierend hohe Arbeitslo-
sigkeit von Älteren und Geringqualifizierten kei-
nem Naturgesetz folgt, sondern das Ergebnis von
Fehlanreizen ist. Sie gilt es zu beseitigen, damit
auch in Deutschland verbesserte Beschäftigungs-
perspektiven für alle Problemgruppen des Ar-
beitsmarktes entstehen können.

Mehr Generationengerechtigkeit bewirken

Leitgedanke einer nachhaltigen Rentenpolitik
muss die Generationengerechtigkeit sein. Die
Abschaffung von Frühverrentungsanreizen und die
Anhebung des Renteneintrittsalters ersetzen kein
umfassendes Reformkonzept wie die Ausweitung
kapitalgedeckter Systeme. Sie sind jedoch zwin-
gend notwendig, um die langfristige Finanzier-
barkeit der sozialen Sicherungssysteme zu ge-
währleisten und zukünftige Generationen zu ent-
lasten. Erforderlich werden diese Korrekturen
auch, weil die Erfahrung und die Produktivkraft
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•  IZA experts introduced the workfare concept into the political debate in 2006 

and stimulated the ongoing debate on work incentives for benefit recipients ac-

cording to the quid pro quo principle. At the same time the concept delivered a 

convincing argument against in-work benefits, which were widely discussed in 

Germany at the time. While the latter no longer play a major role in the current 

debate, some workfare elements have at least been implemented in employment 

services on the local level.  ftp.iza.org/compacts/iza_compact_en_24.pdf

•  IZA started another labor market program initiative at the end of 2008. The aim 

was to reinvigorate flagging reform efforts and highlight the inevitability of fur-

ther changes in labor market policy processes. The program acknowledged the 

progress so far achieved with reforms and specified policies linked to the progress 

made.  ftp.iza.org/sp2.pdf

•  Based on this program IZA followed up with its “Agenda 2020” in March 2010 and 

described policy options on the way to regain full employment within a decade. This 

most recent policy concept developed by IZA highlights the crucial reform needs of the 

German education sector and urges policy makers not to underestimate the severe 

consequences of demographic change for the labor market.

 ftp.iza.org/pp15.pdf

With this series of policy initiatives and by taking up 

a clear and independent stance in the ongoing reform 

debate, IZA stepped at the forefront of policy-orient-

ed labor market research in Germany. In line with its 

mission to provide and disseminate concepts for the 
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Against the background of high and per-
sistent unemployment, the current labor 
policy debate in Germany centers on the 
question of introducing in-work benefits 
(also termed “combi-wages”) in all sectors 
of the economy. What is often overlooked 
is the fact that this form of subsidy can 
only be effective if the basic level of benefit 
transfers for the unemployed is reduced at 
the same time. Such proposals have been 
made, but the public reaction shows that a 
political consensus in this area will hardly 
be achieved. 

This is why IZA has long advocated a more 
effective – and also fairer – approach to 
providing the necessary incentives to take 
up low-paid employment without touching 
the existing basic welfare levels. Known as 
the “workfare” concept, this alternative is 
based on the simple principle of reciprocity, 
or “give-and-take”. IZA simulations show that 
the introduction of workfare could create over 
800,000 additional jobs in Germany – much 
more than any of the wage subsidy models 
currently discussed. However, policymakers 
must decide between workfare and in-work 
benefits; there can be no compromise 
between the two approaches. So why not 
choose the better alternative?

Political Background

Germany’s high unemployment is primarily 
due to its underdeveloped low-wage sector. 
The negative employment incentives inher-
ent in the social welfare system raise the so-
called implicit minimum wages. This means 
that for people who are unable to achieve 
high wages in the labor market, entering into 
regular employment is often not worthwhile. 
Their highest achievable wage rate would 
not be suff iciently above the basic income 
guaranteed by long-term unemployment 
benefits, housing subsidies, and other trans-
fers. In many cases the only rational decision 
– based on time-utility considerations that 

cannot at all be condemned – is to stay out 
of employment. 

The problem is that most of the wage income 
generated from paid employment counts 
towards the individual’s benefit entitlements. 
Simply put, for every euro earned, benefits 
will be reduced by an almost equal amount. 
A single person receiving ALG II (a recently 
introduced benefit combining long-term 
unemployment benefits and welfare), given 
a realistic housing subsidy of 320 euros, 
generates an average monthly income of 
roughly 665 euros if no other income sources 
are available. If the same person were to 
accept a full-time job paying a gross hourly 
wage of 7 euros, the net disposable income 
would increase to just above 900 euros per 
month. In many cases this is not a suff icient 
employment incentive. In the above example, 
the individual would spend about 170 hours 
per month at work (assuming a 40-hour 
work week) for an additional income of 240 
euros. This translates into a marginal hourly 
wage of 1.40 euros – hardly enough for most 
people to f ind it worth their while.

This problem mainly affects individuals 
without completed occupational training, 
but also those with formal qualif ications 
that have been devalued by long periods of 
unemployment. Based on the number of 
ALG II recipients who are f it to work, almost 
3 million people – or two-thirds of the regis-
tered unemployed – are prone to making the 
choice outlined above.

With these f igures in mind, the introduction 
of in-work benefits may seem plausible 
at f irst glance. According to the common 
argument, wage subsidies by the government 
would create stronger incentives for transfer 
recipients to accept even a low-paid job. As 
more workers are willing to perform simple 
tasks for adequate wages, employers in turn 
would have an incentive to create more jobs 
in the low-wage sector – and stop exporting 
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Sonderausgabe Dezember 2008

Vollbeschäftigung ist keine Utopie – 
Arbeitsmarktpolitisches Programm des IZA

1    Herausforderungen des kommenden Jahrzehnts meistern
Der Arbeitsmarkt in Deutschland hat mit den Arbeitsmarktreformen der letzten Jahre eine 
Vielzahl tiefgreifender Veränderungen erfahren. Mit der Abkehr von einer Politik der Prämie-
rung von Nicht-Arbeit, der Liberalisierung der Zeitarbeit und einer nach Wirtschaftlichkeits-
gesichtspunkten erfolgten Organisationsreform der Arbeitsverwaltung ist es erstmals seit 
drei Jahrzehnten gelungen, die Sockelarbeitslosigkeit zurück zu drängen. Begleitet wurden 
die Arbeitsmarktreformen von konsequenten Sanierungsmaßnahmen in den Betrieben und 
einer angemessenen Lohnzurückhaltung der Gewerkschaften. Alles zusammen hat dazu 
geführt, dass die internationale Wettbewerbsfähigkeit deutscher Unternehmen seit Beginn 
des Jahrzehnts erheblich gestiegen ist. Am markantesten äußert sich der erzielte Fortschritt 
im Rückgang der Arbeitslosigkeit um mehr als 1,5 Millionen seit 2005 und einem Anstieg der 
Erwerbstätigenquote der Älteren um fast 15 Prozentpunkte auf über 50% in nur vier Jahren. 
Es spricht deshalb alles dafür, dass Deutschland damit auch gegen die derzeit beginnende 
Konjunkturkrise erheblich besser gewappnet ist als je zuvor. 

Gleichwohl verbleibt eine Reihe von bislang ungelösten langfristigen Problemen, denen sich 
die Politik im vor uns liegenden neuen Jahrzehnt stellen muss: Die von den Strukturproble-
men am schwersten betroffene Gruppe der Langzeitarbeitslosen hat von der derzeitigen 
Erholung des Arbeitsmarktes bislang nicht genügend profitiert. Der bereits heute spürba-
re Fachkräftemangel droht sich in Anbetracht des absehbaren demographischen Wandels  
zu einer ernsten Wachstumsbremse zu entwickeln. Und nicht zuletzt unterliegt die Politik 
der Gefahr, das Erreichte angesichts einer verbesserten Haushaltslage wieder aufs Spiel zu 
setzen, indem sie Alimentierungsansprüche erneut und vor allem zu Lasten der Sozialversi-
cherungssysteme ausweitet. Dies ist insofern besonders problematisch als die globale Wett-
bewerbsfähigkeit deutscher Unternehmen aufgrund des demographischen Wandels künftig  
ohnehin bereits durch steigende Beitragssätze zur Sozialversicherung strapaziert werden 
wird. 

Viele Bürger empfinden es darüber hinaus als Problem, dass sich infolge der Arbeitsmarkt-
reformen der Niedriglohnsektor ausgedehnt hat. Statt einen Erfolg darin zu sehen, dass 
Menschen, die ansonsten mit Langzeitarbeitslosigkeit konfrontiert worden wären, nunmehr 
im Rahmen von Zeitarbeit oder befristeten Beschäftigungsverhältnissen zu relativ geringen 
Löhnen arbeiten, sieht sich die Politik mit dem Vorwurf einer vermeintlich wachsenden 
Ungleichheit und einer Prekarisierung von Erwerbstätigkeit konfrontiert. Auch die im Zuge der 
Arbeitsmarktreformen nachweislich gestiegene Konzessionsbereitschaft von Arbeitslosen, die 
einerseits dazu geführt hat, dass Stellen heute schneller besetzt werden können als früher 
und andererseits wirksam verhindert, dass die Betroffenen in den Teufelskreis aus Langzeit-
arbeitslosigkeit und Maßnahmenkarrieren geraten, wird dennoch in erster Linie als Zumu-
tung statt als Problemlösung empfunden. Es kommt deshalb zum einen darauf an, die Chan-
cen aufzuzeigen, die aus der Zunahme der Risiken entstanden sind. Hier sind die politisch 
Verantwortlichen gefordert, Kurs zu halten, Aufklärung zu leisten und sich nicht zum Spielball 
von Partikularinteressen zu machen. Zum anderen muss die Politik einen nachhaltigen Beitrag 
zur Förderung der Chancengleichheit leisten. Dies betrifft in erster Linie das Bildungssystem. 
Bildungserwerb darf nicht länger eine Frage der sozialen Herkunft sein.
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future of labor, IZA will continue to encourage further 

German labor market reforms. The successful mod-

ernization undertaken since 2003 also reaffirms IZA’s 

policy proposals. 
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German labor market policy long sought a way out 

of the employment crisis, which has by now been 

overcome. Among the proposals widely debated 

at the time were in-work benef its. Various con-

cepts were developed, 

discussed, tested (with-

out much success) and 

discarded. The underly-

ing idea was to make low 

incomes, which barely 

exceed welfare benef its, 

more attractive by sub-

sidizing labor income 

suff iciently to make 

regular employment 

“worthwhile” again. To-

day in-work benef its 

have largely disappeared 

from the debates, with the exception 

of the “income top-up” option for 

benef it recipients.

It can be attributed to IZA’s ef-

forts, at least in part, that in-work 

benef its in Germany have never made 

it beyond an experimental stage. A 

number of IZA studies have critically 

but objectively assessed various in-work benef it 

models and always arrived at the conclusion that 

all these model would come with enormous costs 

and undesired side effects unless the level of basic 

welfare benef its were substantially lowered. Large 

parts of the workforce would rationally choose to 

reduce their working time in order to qualify 

for the subsidy and consequently achieve the 

same income with lower effort. These disin-

centives would dominate the total effect of the 

in-work benef its and raise the per-capita cost 

of the measure to astronomical heights. 

IZA therefore emphatically warned against 

the implementation of in-work benef its in Ger-

many and proposed, as early as in 

2002, an alternative concept to 

strengthen work incentives. The 

workfare concept proposed by IZA 

experts has strongly inf luenced 

the academic, public and political 

debates on how to “support and 

challenge” the unemployed at the 

same time. 

The concept is based on the 

notion that social welfare benef it 

receipt should be tied to recip-

rocal behavior in the form of a 

meaningful full-time activity (e.g. 

further training, job search, or socially benef icial 

work). This principle of quid pro quo is socially just 

STrenGTHenInG InCenTIveS To WorK: WorKfAre vS. In-WorK benefITS
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Kombilohn oder Workfare? Zur Wirksamkeit
zweier arbeitsmarktpolitischer Strategien
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– it does not reduce benef its but makes work more 

attractive for benef it recipients. In contrast to the 

status quo, the workfare concept would make any 

labor income that exceeds welfare benef its attrac-

tive enough for people to opt for work rather than 

benef it receipt. As IZA simulations have shown, this 

would substantially raise re-employment rates and 

reduce public welfare expenditures. Benef its could 

then be better targeted at those truly in need. Be-

havioral experiments have also shown that the vast 

majority of people perceive workfare as “fair”.

The basic idea behind the IZA workfare con-

cept has become common practice in many local 

job centers. As a result of legislative changes, job 

centers now have more freedom to make benef it re-

ceipt conditional on work-related activities. While 

there has been no off icial adoption of the workfare 

concept, the success already achieved conf irms the 

IZA experts’ position.

I Z A  COMPACT
Considering the Future of Labor

www.iza.org

>> In This Issue

Against the background of high and per-
sistent unemployment, the current labor 
policy debate in Germany centers on the 
question of introducing in-work benefits 
(also termed “combi-wages”) in all sectors 
of the economy. What is often overlooked 
is the fact that this form of subsidy can 
only be effective if the basic level of benefit 
transfers for the unemployed is reduced at 
the same time. Such proposals have been 
made, but the public reaction shows that a 
political consensus in this area will hardly 
be achieved. 

This is why IZA has long advocated a more 
effective – and also fairer – approach to 
providing the necessary incentives to take 
up low-paid employment without touching 
the existing basic welfare levels. Known as 
the “workfare” concept, this alternative is 
based on the simple principle of reciprocity, 
or “give-and-take”. IZA simulations show that 
the introduction of workfare could create over 
800,000 additional jobs in Germany – much 
more than any of the wage subsidy models 
currently discussed. However, policymakers 
must decide between workfare and in-work 
benefits; there can be no compromise 
between the two approaches. So why not 
choose the better alternative?

Political Background

Germany’s high unemployment is primarily 
due to its underdeveloped low-wage sector. 
The negative employment incentives inher-
ent in the social welfare system raise the so-
called implicit minimum wages. This means 
that for people who are unable to achieve 
high wages in the labor market, entering into 
regular employment is often not worthwhile. 
Their highest achievable wage rate would 
not be suff iciently above the basic income 
guaranteed by long-term unemployment 
benefits, housing subsidies, and other trans-
fers. In many cases the only rational decision 
– based on time-utility considerations that 

cannot at all be condemned – is to stay out 
of employment. 

The problem is that most of the wage income 
generated from paid employment counts 
towards the individual’s benefit entitlements. 
Simply put, for every euro earned, benefits 
will be reduced by an almost equal amount. 
A single person receiving ALG II (a recently 
introduced benefit combining long-term 
unemployment benefits and welfare), given 
a realistic housing subsidy of 320 euros, 
generates an average monthly income of 
roughly 665 euros if no other income sources 
are available. If the same person were to 
accept a full-time job paying a gross hourly 
wage of 7 euros, the net disposable income 
would increase to just above 900 euros per 
month. In many cases this is not a suff icient 
employment incentive. In the above example, 
the individual would spend about 170 hours 
per month at work (assuming a 40-hour 
work week) for an additional income of 240 
euros. This translates into a marginal hourly 
wage of 1.40 euros – hardly enough for most 
people to f ind it worth their while.

This problem mainly affects individuals 
without completed occupational training, 
but also those with formal qualif ications 
that have been devalued by long periods of 
unemployment. Based on the number of 
ALG II recipients who are f it to work, almost 
3 million people – or two-thirds of the regis-
tered unemployed – are prone to making the 
choice outlined above.

With these f igures in mind, the introduction 
of in-work benefits may seem plausible 
at f irst glance. According to the common 
argument, wage subsidies by the government 
would create stronger incentives for transfer 
recipients to accept even a low-paid job. As 
more workers are willing to perform simple 
tasks for adequate wages, employers in turn 
would have an incentive to create more jobs 
in the low-wage sector – and stop exporting 
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With its innovative policy simulation model, 

IZAΨMOD, IZA produces reliable estimates of the 

f iscal and employment effects of policy proposals. 

In a number of simulation studies IZA experts have 

thus evaluated various reform proposals for the 

German tax and transfer system. In 2012, based on 

these studies, IZA experts developed an own con-

cept to replace the complex German tax system with 

a simple, eff icient and fair tax model.

Simulations show that this comprehensive re-

form resolves conf licting goals: employment in-

creases, inequality decreases and tax revenues 

slightly increase. Under the model, social security 

contributions, which currently have a regressive ef-

fect, would be integrated in the progressive income 

tax system. The integrated income tax would then 

be used to f inance social security as well as other 

state expenditures such as investment in education 

and infrastructure.

By merging all taxes and contributions on in-

come into one single payment to the state, tax-pay-

ers could much more easily determine their effective 

individual tax rate. In addition, the complicated tax 

schedule would be replaced by a simple tax bracket 

system, while a number of existing tax breaks would 

be eliminated. The tax splitting system for married 

couples, which currently keeps many women from 

working (full-time), would be replaced by individu-

al taxation. According to the simulations, this tax 

model would only make the richest 10 percent of the 

population pay higher taxes, while low and middle-

income earners would clearly benef it. The labor 

market impact could amount to half a million new 

jobs. High-skilled women, in particular, would have 

a much stronger incentive to work. The tax rates 

are also set in a way that would not further increase 

public debt.

  ftp.iza.org/sp49.pdf
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Providing better options to combine family and ca-

reer is one of the most important approaches for poli-

cymakers to address the growing shortage of skilled 

workers. The vast human capital resources of young 

women and mothers remain largely unused because 

there is still a lack of flexible work arrangements and 

childcare facilities. From a fiscal perspective, while so-

cial security provided to families is comparatively high, 

so is the marginal tax burden on extra income earned 

by spouses who work in more than a “mini-job.” In 

other words, the current system still favors single 

wage-earners (with little extra income) and penalizes 

double wage-earners. This is also clearly reflected by 

the labor market participation behavior of parents. 

In a number of studies IZA critically assessed Ger-

many’s family policy in regard to labor market aspects 

and gave policy recommendations to create a more 

family-friendly work environment. The IZA experts found 

that more and better childcare facilities and daycare for 

school children would substantially change women’s la-

bor supply decisions. IZA also calls on employers to al-

low for more flexible working hours on all levels of quali-

fication, more telecommuting and job-sharing, more 

part-time positions close to full-time, and options to 

work part-time or receive further training during parental 

leave. Moreover, the current system of income tax split-

ting for married couples is an enormous disincentive to 

work, particularly for women, and should therefore be 

abolished in favor of individual taxation with a family 

component.

One of the IZA studies shows that if public and pri-

vate childcare facilities were sufficiently expanded, moth-

ers with children under 16 would increase their working 

hours in the magnitude of about 1.5 million full-time 

equivalent jobs. These findings show that family policy 

can contribute to fighting the impending skilled labor 

shortage by providing more employment incentives for 

skilled mothers. 

 IZA Research Reports No. 17, 30, 33, 37, 39
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In Germany, Europe and around the world, IZA calls for 

improved migration policies based on economic needs, 

as well as a systematic integration of immigrants in the 

host societies and labor markets. In order to achieve a 

better allocation of human capital, but also for social 

justice reasons, the importance of sustainable migra-

tion and integration policies is rising. Against this back-

ground, IZA has substantially expanded its Migration 

program area. Numerous IZA studies and policy propos-

als in this field have strongly influenced the debate on 

the future of migration and integration in recent years.

IZA Analyzes Social 
and economic Integration

Funded by the Volkswagen Foundation, IZA participat-

ed in a large interdisciplinary network and studied the 

high relevance of migrant ethnicity as a determinant 

of immigrant economic adjustment. The IZA experts 

analyzed influencing factors such as language acquisi-

tion, naturalization, (interethnic) marriages, and eth-

nic entrepreneurship to develop a multidimensional 

measure of ethnic-

ity. Ethnic identity 

proves to be a mo-

mentous determinant of immigrants’ economic suc-

cess – an effective immigration and integration policy 

must account for these findings. According to the IZA 

studies, complete assimilation need not be a labor 

market advantage, whereas immigrant ethnic separa-

tion (ethnic identity focused on the home country’s 

culture) or even marginalization (lack of ethnic identi-

ty) must be avoided. Sustainable social and economic 

integration implies equal opportunities and ethnic di-

versity as well as sufficient language skills.

Commissioned by the Euro-

pean Commission IZA provided a 

comprehensive “Study on the So-

cial and Labor Market Integration 

of Ethnic Minorities in Europe.” Social and economic 

exclusion remains an everyday challenge for millions of 

members of ethnic minorities living in Europe, as the 

analysis shows. As a consequence, vast economic and 

human capital potentials remain untapped. Based on 

an expert opinion survey the IZA study identified clear 

deficits while at the same 

time presenting successful 

“good practice” examples 

und policy options on the 

road to better integration. 

The IZA findings and coun-

try studies are available as 

an IZA book on “Ethnic 

Diversity in European La-

bor Markets: Challenges 

and Solutions” and have 

IZA AGenDA for mIGrATIon AnD InTeGrATIon
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substantially influenced the report delivered by the EU 

Commission’s “High Level Advisory Group of Experts 

on the Social Integration of Ethnic Minorities and their 

Full Participation in the Labour Market”. To avoid labor 

market segmentation along the lines of ethnic minority 

status is one of the greatest integration challenges fac-

ing European labor markets today.

In a 2011 report for the European Parliament, IZA 

assessed the social, economic and legal sitution of mi-

grants in the EU and proposed relevant policy actions on 

a European level. In 2012 IZA 

and its partners conducted 

a “Study on Active Inclusion 

of Migrants” on behalf of 

the European Commission. 

Whereas public concerns 

have risen about the “policy 

failure” deriving from 

excessive welfare spend-

ing on migrants, findings 

from the study suggest 

that failure instead relates 

to the inadequate access 

of migrants to social sup-

ports and services. Specif-

ically, the statistical analy-

ses show that migrants’ 

welfare take-up is lower, 

not higher, than that of comparable natives. The study 

finds no evidence of a “welfare magnet hypothesis”: 

social expenditure does not appear to be a significant 

determinant in the decision of migrating to an EU mem-

ber state. The findings from the study call for welfare 

policies that strengthen the active inclusion of migrants, 

with a long-term perspective of activating migrants in 

the labor market instead of being designed to myopically 

minimize social expenditure in the short run.

 www.iza.org/link/report40.pdf

 www.iza.org/link/report43.pdf

IZA Participates in German Pilot Project for 
Anonymized Job Applications 

Empirical studies point 

to a serious extent of 

discrimination in the 

German labor market. 

Both hidden and open 

discrimination lead to 

an enormous waste of 

potential. Particularly 

the unequal treatment 

of women, migrants 

and older job applicants 

causes substantial economic damage. Against this 

background the German Federal Anti-Discrimina-

tion Agency initiated a pilot project for anonymized 

job applications, scientif ically accompanied by IZA. 

The analysis highlighted that anonymization of at-
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tributes such as name, photograph, gender, age and 

ethnic origin of the applicant is effective at creating 

equal opportunity for all groups to get a job interview. 

The project also showed that the potential of anony-

mization is rather limited in organizations that have 

already taken other measures to promote diversity in 

the workplace.

 www.iza.org/link/report44.pdf

IZA Analyzes eu enlargement, free 
movement, and Intra-eu mobility

The 2004 and 2007 enlargements of the European Union 

led to increased flows of workers from Eastern to West-

ern Europe. Although these flows have been much weaker 

than widely expected, they have nonetheless had a sub-

stantial impact on labor markets. At an early stage IZA 

proposed that Germany should implement free move-

ment of labor in order to benefit from high-skilled mi-

gration. Thorough research 

conducted by IZA and its 

network has shown since 

then that indeed those EU 

countries that immediately 

granted free mobility (fully 

or at least partially) for East-

ern European migrants were 

at an advantage. Even dur-

ing the economic crisis this 

advantage still prevailed, 

whereas countries like Germany, whose free movement 

legislation went into effect very late as a consequence of 

this short-sighted policy, had little chance to catch up 

since skilled labor migration was already declining.

For its 2009 book on “EU Labor Markets After Post-

Enlargement” IZA assembled a number of important 

case and country studies. Based on rigorous analysis 

and hard data, the book makes a convincing case that 

there is no evidence that the post-enlargement labor mi-

grants would on aggregate displace native workers or 

lower their wages, or that they would be more depen-

dent on welfare. While brain drain may be a concern in 

the Eastern European source countries, the anticipated 

brain circulation between EU member states may in fact 

help to solve their demographic and economic prob-

lems, and improve the allocative efficiency in the EU. 

Free mobility of people is a cornerstone of the Eu-

ropean Union. How to ensure that it is upheld in all as-

pects, that it contributes to economic prosperity as well 

as the well-being of the individual and the society, and 

that it helps to alleviate economic and financial distur-

bances such as the ongoing economic crisis, is a major 

policy task for the present and future.

This argument is underscored by another IZA study, 

already delivered in 2008 to the European Commission: 

The economic effects of free geographic mobility are 

clearly positive, and stimulating intra-European mobil-

ity would increase the welfare of the vast majority of 

Europeans. It would also help cushion the impact of de-

mographic change. 
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IZA Points System 
for Labor migration to Germany

IZA has always held a clear position in the German 

debate on the pros and cons of a new immigration 

policy based on economic needs. In 2000, the federal 

government installed an 

“Independent Commis-

sion on Immigration”, 

to which IZA submitted 

a report that called for 

a selective immigration 

policy as successfully im-

plemented by other na-

tions. The Commission 

followed this proposal in 

its f inal report published 

in 2001. Nonetheless, 

the German immigration act f inally passed after f ierce 

policy debates in 2005 contains very few elements of 

this kind. 

Since then, IZA has underscored its position at vari-

ous occasions and has taken a lead among those who 

favor an economically motivated immigration policy. 

The presentation of a proposal for a detailed points 

system for German in 2011 gave new impetus to this im-

portant debate. 

The IZA model centers on a three-pillar strategy. 

The first pillar targets immigration of the high-skilled, 

mainly university graduates. The second pillar enables 

and controls immigration of skilled workers, who do 

not hold an academic degree but possess sector-spe-

cific skills through vocational training in labor market 

segments that are expected to exhibit shortages in the 

medium to long term. The third pillar covers temporary 

immigration to satisfy short-term excess labor demand 

in specific sectors. With this concept IZA provides a 

ready-to-implement migration policy proposal.

 www.iza.org/link/report35.pdf
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IZA has always been at the forefront of the initia-

tive to improve data access for economic science. 

Operating since 2003, IZA’s International Data Ser-

vice Center (IDSC) services the data and technology 

needs of IZA’s resident research 

community, the various global 

and virtual IZA research net-

works and the research commu-

nity at large. 

IDSC develops innovative 

data products for the analysis 

and documentation of scientif i-

cally relevant data with an em-

phasis on data support, data ac-

cess support and data analysis for labor economics. 

IDSC offers a wide range of databanks and detailed 

documentation of existing datasets, handling not only 

the data, but also their legal and ethical aspects. At 

current IDSC provides about 150 datasets for labor 

economics, some of which exclusively. 

Operating since 2003, IDSC in its original form 

was the result of an intensive discussion among a 

group of German economists, including IZA Director 

Klaus F. Zimmermann, about developing a broader 

data infrastructure to better serve the scientif ic com-

munity of national as well as international labor 

economists. Since then several data service centers, 

of which the only one representing labor economics 

is IDSC, have been established in Germany. 

At an early stage a major element of IDSC’s ac-

tivities was the creation of an information gateway, 

which offers all interested scien-

tists a user-friendly, constantly 

updated pool of information 

on the location, content and 

access options of datasets that 

are relevant for labor market re-

search.

IZA has developed its own 

tool for automatic or semiau-

tomatic controlled remote data 

processing (Job Submission Application/JoSuA). 

This ensures that all data protection requirements, 

which often posed an insurmountable hurdle for in-

ternational researchers, are met when the dataset 

is accessed from anywhere in the world. Meanwhile 

JoSuA has matured into a f lexible instrument of data 

analysis of configurable degree of automation de-

signed to f it the needs and specif ications of each in-

dividual data provider.

IZA cooperates with national and international 

institutions in order to establish standards for the 

documentation and analysis of data. Among other 

commitments, IZA’s International Data Service Cen-

IT’S ALL AbouT DATA:  
IZA’S InTernATIonAL DATA ServICe CenTer (IDSC)
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ter is a member of the DDI (Data Documentation 

Initiative) Alliance, which works towards a leading 

standard for the technical documentation of social 

science data. 

IDSC also contributes to the important debate on 

persistent identif iers for the social sciences. A con-

vention for the proper, formal and machine-action-

able citation of datasets used in empirical research is 

long overdue. This is at complete odds with the situ-

ation regarding publications, where both scholarly 

and technical conventions are well established and 

widely used and appreciated.

The benefits of such a convention would be enor-

mous in terms of bibliometrics and scientometrics, 

but also in terms of allowing the contribution of data 

providers and workers to become more evident. Ex-

tending the academic mechanisms of credit, where 

credit is due to the data world, would help the de-

velopment of the f ield and would in turn provide 

benefits for evidence-based social science research. 

Persistent identif iers of digital and other objects are 

an important ingredient in this context.

IZA’s International Data Service Center will con-

tinue to expand its manifold activities in the f ield of 

data documentation and analysis. 

 idsc.iza.org
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IZA has long been at the forefront of national and in-

ternational initiatives to improve data access for in-

dependent economic research. Important activities of 

the institute in this respect include the quest for better 

data to evaluate labor market programs, and to ana-

lyze the peculiarities of labor markets in China and the 

transition countries of Eastern Europe. 

IZA evaluation Dataset: unique resource 
for evidence based Labor market Policy

Given their accuracy and fast availability, official labor 

market statistics provided by a government agency, 

such as the Federal Employment Agency (BA) in Ger-

many, are crucial for any labor market research, but 

– as any data set – they only offer a limited scope of 

answers to current labor market trends. 

To broaden the data basis for Germany, IZA has initi-

ated the “IZA Evaluation Dataset”. The creation of this 

pioneering dataset was made possible by a fruitful collab-

oration with the BA’s Institute for Employment Research 

(IAB) in Nuremberg and special permission granted by 

the Federal Minister of Labor in 2002. The IZA Evalua-

tion Dataset combines administrative data from the BA 

with an ex-tended set of survey data on a large sample 

of entries into unemployment. This innovative approach 

offers detailed information on the beginning and end of 

unemployment spells and the income earned through-

out an employment history as well as data on individual 

characteristics, attitudes, qualifications, or household 

composition. The dataset also includes valuable data on 

migration background and job search behavior of ethnic 

minorities, allowing new studies on a wide range of re-

search questions.

Findings based on the IZA Evaluation Dataset con-

tribute a great deal to the understanding of job search 

behavior and the effectiveness of labor market programs 

for different target groups. The IZA Evaluation Data-

set thus delivers important hints for labor market policy 

practitioners. The strong potential of the dataset was 

highlighted at an IZA Workshop presenting a number of 

recent studies exclusively based on this comprehensive 

data source.

 ftp.iza.org/dp5400.pdf

new Data Set for Chinese Labor markets: 
rumiC

Many economic aspects of modern China, such as its 

transforming labor market and the mass rural-urban mi-

gration are often underexplored because of lack of suit-

able data. With the first wave of the Longitudinal Survey 

on Rural Urban Migration in China (RUMiC) IZA and its 

partner institutions contribute to closing a substantial 

research gap. The RUMiC samples contain distinctive in-

formation at the individual and household level, which 

ServInG THe DATA neeDS of emPIrICAL reSeArCH
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allows the study of a wide range of topics: (return) mi-

gration, employment, entrepreneurship, social networks, 

health and wellbeing, and education. Several studies us-

ing the RUMiC data to explore these topics have already 

appeared in the IZA Discussion Paper Series and major 

research journals. Future waves of the data will also al-

low to exploit the panel dimension of the three samples. 

The RUMiC survey was initiated by a group of research-

ers at the Australian National University, the University 

of Queensland and the Beijing Normal University and 

has been supported by IZA, which provides the Scientific 

Use Files at its International Data Service Center (IDSC). 

The financial support for RUMiC was obtained from the 

Australian Research Council, the Australian Agency for 

International Development (AusAID), The Ford Founda-

tion, IZA and the Chinese Foundation of Social Sciences.

 idsc.iza.org/rumic

rich Data on Labor markets 
in Transition Countries

Studying the labor market trends in the transition econ-

omies of Eastern Europe provides important insights 

into successes and failures on the road towards a mar-

ket economy. These findings are extremely useful for the 

design of future reform processes in the western mem-

ber countries of the European Union. One of the early 

IZA initiatives in this field, started in 2003, is the Ukrai-

nian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (ULMS). Its objec-

tive is to fill in the gap in the knowledge of labor market 

adjustment in Ukraine, the second largest successor 

state of the former USSR. The ULMS is a panel data 

set, which is conceived as a statistically representative 

sample of the Ukrainian population aged between 15 

and 72 years, and comprises 4000 households and ap-

proximately 8,500 individuals. The survey is being done 

by the Kiev International Institute of Sociology (KIIS). 

Several waves of the data are available at IZA’s Interna-

tional Data Service Center (IDSC).

 idsc.iza.org/ulms

Furthermore, IZA personnel datasets represent the 

first attempt of collecting and studying detailed per-

sonnel records of firms in transition economies, con-

taining comprehensive information from large Russian 

and Ukrainian firms from the manufacturing sector. 

These records span a nearly two-decade period from 

the early transition to the late 2000s. IZA data on labor 

market institutions in 27 countries of Central Europe 

and Central Asia add to this substantial data collection 

on transition economies.

“ These data allow very high quality non-experimental 
evaluations. There is nothing like this available in the US 
or Canada.”

Jeffrey A. Smith (University of Michigan)
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IZA runs the world’s largest network Research Fellows 

and Affiliates, comprising more than 1,200 econo-

mists from over 40 countries. New network members 

are appointed on IZA’s initiative and after thorough 

evaluation by an internal committee. Since active col-

laboration is the guiding principle of this productive 

network, its members’ research activities are regularly 

evaluated. Given the rising importance of interdis-

ciplinary research, IZA also appoints members from 

other disciplines as fellows. Among the most promi-

nent IZA Research Fellows are several Nobel laureates.

Collaboration within the IZA network serves two 

goals: First, it helps realize the vision of a “virtual” insti-

tute, which provides vast online services for communi-

cation, joint research projects and remote data process-

ing. Second, IZA aims at creating an excellent research 

environment at its headquarters in Bonn, where fellows 

and affiliates collaborate with in-house researchers and 

discuss their projects and findings at various seminars 

and meetings.

Ever since its foundation in 1998, IZA has run an 

extensive and attractive Visiting Researchers Program. 

Over 1,200 research visits took place during the first 

15 years. In response to a growing demand for longer-

term visits, IZA started its “Visiting Research Fellow” 

program which allows senior researchers to become 

actively involved in the research, teaching and advisory 

ACTIve CoLLAborATIon: 
reSeArCH feLLoW neTWorK AnD vISITInG reSeArCHerS ProGrAm

activities of the institute. From 2004 to 2008, the pro-

gram was supported under the Marie Curie Actions of 

the European Commission. This combination of virtual 

network and local research visits has proven highly suc-

cessful.

Beyond academic research, IZA has established a 

unique policy network consisting of national and in-

ternational decision makers from politics, business 

and society. The IZA Policy Fellows regularly exchange 

their ideas on labor market topics with the institute’s 

researchers and provide important inputs for IZA’s re-

search and policy advice activities.

 www.iza.org/en/webcontent/personnel/fellows

 www.iza.org/en/webcontent/personnel/affiliates

 www.iza.org/en/webcontent/personnel/policy_fellows
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emPLoymenT AnD DeveLoPmenT: 
eXTenSIve CoLLAborATIon of WorLD bAnK AnD IZA

IZA has collaborated successfully with the World Bank for many years. In 2006 both in-

stitutions launched a joint research area and a joint annual conference on “Employment 

and Development.” At the heart of this partnership is the development of operationally-

oriented research and policy advice on labor market issues. The World Bank and IZA 

share a common mission in promoting rigorous research and evidence-based policy 

analysis to support countries with the design and implementation of labor policies to 

create and provide access to jobs. Important knowledge gaps and weak capacity have 

limited the identif ication and implementation of effective labor market policy reforms 

in developing and transition countries. The annual conference, with alternating venues 

in Germany and countries of the developing world, offers an excellent opportunity for 

researchers and practitioners to f ill these gaps. 
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The successful collaboration was formally ex-

panded in 2011 to include the joint development 

of the World Bank Jobs Knowledge Platform, which 

propagates and discusses the role of jobs for eco-

nomic development.

 www.jobsknowledge.org

Most recently IZA was involved in the prepara-

tion of the World Development Report 2013. For 

the f irst time in decades, the report concentrates 

on jobs stating that employment is a cornerstone 

of development. IZA has contributed an extended 

background study focusing on the role of vocation-

al training for job creation among young people.

More joint projects are planned for the future. For 

instance, the World Bank will contribute substantial-

ly to the ongoing “IZA World of Labor” project. 

Klaus F. Zimmermann (Director, IZA) and  
Arup Banerji (Director for Social Protection and Labor, World Bank)
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WHAT our reSeArCH feLLoWS SAy ...

“ I have marveled over how quickly IZA established itself as 
the premier think tank for labor economics. It is globally 
recognized for its pioneering work in the fields of migration 
and labor market policy and as a magnet for internation-
ally renowned scholars.”

ronald oaxaca (University of Arizona)

“ What IZA has accomplished in the world of labor econom-
ics in its brief 15 years of existence is almost beyond belief. 
It has become the central institution of labor economics 
research worldwide, as a consequence of its synergistic 
activities including working papers, visits to IZA in Bonn, top-
notch conferences, and new journals.”

David neumark (University of California-Irvine)

“ No institution has played a bigger role in making labor 
economics global than IZA under Klaus F. Zimmermann‘s 
leadership. Congratulations.”

James P. Smith (RAND Corporation)

“ To write counterfactuals is a challenge. To imagine the 
last 15 years without IZA would be a ‘mission impossible’. 
The performance by IZA is a truly great and innovative 
achievement.”

Peder J. Pedersen (Aarhus University)

“ IZA is now a powerhouse of labour economics and policy 
advice in the world - this is a remarkable achievement in 
15 years.”

Junsen Zhang (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
“ IZA has been a vital resource to all of us working in 
international migration. The Institute has made the best, 
most rigorous literature available to the field in a timely 
and particularly helpful manner. I am very proud to have 
been associated with IZA and offer my congratulations to its 
staff and its far-sighted, indefatigable founder and leader Klaus 
F. Zimmermann.”

michael fix (Migration Policy Institute)

“ IZA is the world’s most prominent, prolific and profound 
network on the analysis of global labor markets. It has 
made top-flight contributions to our understanding of 
labor market activities and policy. Klaus F.Zimmermann 
and his colleagues are to be congratulated on this immense 
achievement.”

Dennis Snower (Kiel Institute for the World Economy)
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“ It is rare for new research institutions to be able to 
establish themselves as authoritative intellectual centers in 
a short time. In this respect, IZA is a remarkable success 
story. In 15 short years, IZA has established itself as one 
of the most important research institutions in labor economics 
in the world. If IZA was a department, it would rank well among 
European economics department, and even among American 
ones. IZA has directly helped create solid, policy relevant 
research on labor markets. It has indirectly supported -- though 
its publications, conferences, Summer Symposia and Summer 
Schools and awards -- even more good research in key parts of 
labor economics. Overall, IZA has significantly advanced our 
understanding of how labor markets work, and what is the role 
for economic policy and economic institutions in addressing the 
important economic challenges of our times. Happy birthday, 
IZA.”

enrico moretti (University of California, Berkeley)

“ Since its inception, IZA has succeeded in becoming the 
primary network for policy-relevant analyses of labour 
economics and international migration issues, not only in 
Europe but in other parts of the world through its high-
quality publications and conferences. We at the OECD draw 
extensively on the Institute’s work and are proud that many of 
our staff are associated with it as Research Fellows.”

John Paul martin (OECD)

“ IZA has rapidly evolved since its genesis and has emerged 
as a dominating research institute in the field of labor 
economics and a focal point for a remarkable network of 
policy oriented researchers.”

oded Galor (Brown University)

“ IZA has transformed immigration research in the last 10 
years by providing all the necessary resources: a cadre of 
young scholars, seminars and workshops and an excellent 
discussion paper series.”

Don J. Devoretz (Simon Fraser University, Burnaby)

“ IZA is remarkable for the breadth and depth of its re-
search activity in Labor Economics. It organizes numerous 
conferences and seminars and has a rich list of Working 
Papers each year. Its many research fellows are both good 
and active, and include the top labor economists in the U.S. and 
in Europe. Topics covered span the range of all key issues in this 
field, including much policy-relevant research. The recent global 
and European crises have shown that structural issues in labor 
markets are crucial policy issues. It is very important that such 
policy be informed by the kind of research undertaken at IZA. 
It has grown to be quite an exemplary research center and think 
tank that has worldwide prestige. It is hard to believe it is only 
15 years old, given this array of achievements.”

eran yashiv (Tel Aviv University)
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InfLuenTIAL: IZA DISCuSSIon PAPer SerIeS

The IZA Discussion Paper Series has quickly established itself as one of the major IZA “brands.” It circulates impor-

tant studies by IZA staff members, research fellows and research affiliates before they are published in a journal 

or collective volume. The wide range of topics covered by the series gives an impressive overview of the worldwide 

progress in labor market economics over the past f ifteen years. The IZA Discussion Papers Series has earned an 

excellent reputation in the international academic community as the largest and most influential working paper 

series in the field. IZA Discussion Papers are available free of charge, since 2004 online only. The electronic format 

allows IZA to publish new studies in a very short time. An efficient production process ensures that a continually 

growing number of papers can be accommodated in the series. The IZA homepage offers an excellent tool for 

browsing, searching and accessing the whole range of published papers. In addition, IZA offers an e-mail subscrip-

tion to new papers, which are also advertised and distributed through other electronic archives, such as the Social 

Science Research Network (SSRN) and Research Papers in Economics (RePEc). Starting out with 27 papers in 1998 

and 73 in 1999, the series now comprises more than 7,000 titles and well over 800 new submissions per year.
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25 yeArS of SuCCeSS: JournAL of 
PoPuLATIon eConomICS

Since 1998, IZA has hosted the editorial office of the 

Journal of Population Economics. The internationally 

renowned Journal celebrates its 25th anniversary – a 

quarter century of publishing research that has ad-

vanced our knowledge and thinking in the field. The 

Journal’s reputation has evolved substantially and it is 

now established as one of the most reputable outlets 

in economics and demography. As the journal of the 

European Society for Population Economics (ESPE), 

co-founded by IZA-Director Klaus F. Zimmermann in 

1988, the Journal of Population Economics is hosted 

by IZA and is traditionally also strongly supported by 

the IZA network.

Over the years, the number of submissions to the 

Journal has consistently grown and now exceeds 400 

submissions per year. The Journal currently publishes 

about 60 articles and 1,500 pages per year. The ac-

cepted articles are now published in less than a year. 

Concurrently with its rising prestige, the Journal’s im-

pact factor has been consistently increasing over time. 

In 2010 the two-year impact factor was 0.948, rank-

ing the Journal 116th among 305 journals listed in the 

Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI). As of June 2012, 

the RePEc aggregate ranking places the Journal 65th 

out of 1,093 journals listed in the database.

 www.popecon.org/

reSeArCH In LAbor eConomICS 
TurnS 35: IZA Co-eDITS SerIeS

Since 2006, IZA has been co-editor of the Research in 

Labor Economics (RLE) series, which was established 

in 1977 and celebrated its 35th anniversary in 2012. 

It was extended to two volumes per year with one 

volume remaining in the tradition of the series with 

empirical and theoretical papers in labor economics 

and a second volume being more policy-oriented, in 

the spirit of IZA’s focus on policy aspects of labor eco-

nomics. Published by Emerald since 2008, the series 

has notably improved as a result of IZA’s input. The 

volumes co-edited by IZA have been dedicated to the 

microsimulation of European tax-benefit systems, im-

migration, worker well-being, and aspects of the em-

ployment relation. Other volumes focused on informal 

employment in emerging and transition countries, and 

the socioeconomic consequences of the recent global 

economic crisis.  rle.iza.org/
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This volume is part of the IZA Prize in Labor Economics Series, published 

with the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). This book presents Richard 

Easterlin’s outstanding research on the analysis of subjective well-being, 

and on the relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work has laid the foundations for enlarging the 

scope of traditional economic analysis and has increased our understanding 

of behavior in several important domains, such as fertility choices, labor 

market behavior, and the determinants of individual well-being. The 

Easterlin paradox, with its implication that economic growth does not 

promote human happiness, has provoked much interest and controversy. 

The author’s ever widening search for evidence on the happiness-growth 

relationship is the subject of the first part of this volume. It goes on to present 

new evidence on the life cycle happiness of the total population and for 

women and men separately. Throughout the book, aspirations in both 

economic and noneconomic domains play a central role in understanding 

the oft-perplexing and seemingly contradictory happiness patterns.

In various seminal contributions, Easterlin has demonstrated the importance 

of material aspirations and relative economic status for human behaviour. 

Edited by the IZA, this volume brings together in revised and integrated form 

a number of the author’s key papers, some co-authored and some unpub-

lished, with an Introduction and an Epilogue. The research was the basis for 

the author’s award of the 2009 IZA Prize in Labor Economics.
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Also available in paperback
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Edited by Luigino bruni, Flavio Comim, 

and Maurizio Pugno

Happiness Quantified 

A Satisfaction Calculus Approach 

bernard van Praag and 

Ada Ferrer-i-Carbonell

Also available in paperback

Richard A. Easterlin received his MA and 

Ph.d. from the university of Pennsylvania, 

an M.E. from the Stevens Institute of 

Technology, and an honorary doctorate 

from Lund university, Sweden. he is 

currently university Professor and Professor 

of Economics at the university of Southern 

California. he is a past president of the 

Population Association of America and 

the Economic history Association, a 

distinguished Fellow of the American 

Economic Association, a Fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

and the Econometric Society, and a former 

Guggenheim Fellow. In 2002, he was elected 

a member of the National Academy of 

Sciences. From 2008 through 2009, Easterlin 

served as Vice President of the Western 

Economic Association International, and 

he is currently President-Elect. Since 2004 

he has been Vice President of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies, on whose board of directors he has 

served since 2003. In 2006 he received the 

distinguished Researcher award of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies; in 2009, the IZA Prize in Labor

Economics; and in 2010, the Laureate 

Award of the International union for the 

Scientific Study of Population. 
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This volume is part of the IZA Prize in Labor Economics Series, published 

with the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). This book presents Richard 

Easterlin’s outstanding research on the analysis of subjective well-being, 

and on the relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work has laid the foundations for enlarging the 

scope of traditional economic analysis and has increased our understanding 

of behavior in several important domains, such as fertility choices, labor 

market behavior, and the determinants of individual well-being. The 

Easterlin paradox, with its implication that economic growth does not 

promote human happiness, has provoked much interest and controversy. 

The author’s ever widening search for evidence on the happiness-growth 

relationship is the subject of the first part of this volume. It goes on to present 

new evidence on the life cycle happiness of the total population and for 

women and men separately. Throughout the book, aspirations in both 

economic and noneconomic domains play a central role in understanding 

the oft-perplexing and seemingly contradictory happiness patterns.

In various seminal contributions, Easterlin has demonstrated the importance 

of material aspirations and relative economic status for human behaviour. 

Edited by the IZA, this volume brings together in revised and integrated form 

a number of the author’s key papers, some co-authored and some unpub-

lished, with an Introduction and an Epilogue. The research was the basis for 

the author’s award of the 2009 IZA Prize in Labor Economics.
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This volume is part of the IZA Prize in Labor Economics Series, published 

with the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). This book presents Richard 

Easterlin’s outstanding research on the analysis of subjective well-being, 

and on the relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work has laid the foundations for enlarging the 

scope of traditional economic analysis and has increased our understanding 

of behavior in several important domains, such as fertility choices, labor 

market behavior, and the determinants of individual well-being. The 

Easterlin paradox, with its implication that economic growth does not 

promote human happiness, has provoked much interest and controversy. 

The author’s ever widening search for evidence on the happiness-growth 

relationship is the subject of the first part of this volume. It goes on to present 

new evidence on the life cycle happiness of the total population and for 

women and men separately. Throughout the book, aspirations in both 

economic and noneconomic domains play a central role in understanding 

the oft-perplexing and seemingly contradictory happiness patterns.

In various seminal contributions, Easterlin has demonstrated the importance 

of material aspirations and relative economic status for human behaviour. 

Edited by the IZA, this volume brings together in revised and integrated form 

a number of the author’s key papers, some co-authored and some unpub-

lished, with an Introduction and an Epilogue. The research was the basis for 

the author’s award of the 2009 IZA Prize in Labor Economics.
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Richard A. Easterlin received his MA and 

Ph.d. from the university of Pennsylvania, 

an M.E. from the Stevens Institute of 

Technology, and an honorary doctorate 

from Lund university, Sweden. he is 

currently university Professor and Professor 

of Economics at the university of Southern 

California. he is a past president of the 

Population Association of America and 

the Economic history Association, a 

distinguished Fellow of the American 

Economic Association, a Fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

and the Econometric Society, and a former 

Guggenheim Fellow. In 2002, he was elected 

a member of the National Academy of 

Sciences. From 2008 through 2009, Easterlin 

served as Vice President of the Western 

Economic Association International, and 

he is currently President-Elect. Since 2004 

he has been Vice President of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies, on whose board of directors he has 

served since 2003. In 2006 he received the 

distinguished Researcher award of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies; in 2009, the IZA Prize in Labor

Economics; and in 2010, the Laureate 

Award of the International union for the 
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This volume is part of the IZA Prize in Labor Economics Series, published 

with the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). This book presents Richard 

Easterlin’s outstanding research on the analysis of subjective well-being, 

and on the relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work has laid the foundations for enlarging the 

scope of traditional economic analysis and has increased our understanding 

of behavior in several important domains, such as fertility choices, labor 

market behavior, and the determinants of individual well-being. The 

Easterlin paradox, with its implication that economic growth does not 

promote human happiness, has provoked much interest and controversy. 

The author’s ever widening search for evidence on the happiness-growth 

relationship is the subject of the first part of this volume. It goes on to present 

new evidence on the life cycle happiness of the total population and for 

women and men separately. Throughout the book, aspirations in both 

economic and noneconomic domains play a central role in understanding 

the oft-perplexing and seemingly contradictory happiness patterns.

In various seminal contributions, Easterlin has demonstrated the importance 

of material aspirations and relative economic status for human behaviour. 

Edited by the IZA, this volume brings together in revised and integrated form 

a number of the author’s key papers, some co-authored and some unpub-

lished, with an Introduction and an Epilogue. The research was the basis for 

the author’s award of the 2009 IZA Prize in Labor Economics.
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Richard A. Easterlin received his MA and 

Ph.d. from the university of Pennsylvania, 

an M.E. from the Stevens Institute of 

Technology, and an honorary doctorate 

from Lund university, Sweden. he is 

currently university Professor and Professor 

of Economics at the university of Southern 

California. he is a past president of the 

Population Association of America and 

the Economic history Association, a 

distinguished Fellow of the American 

Economic Association, a Fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

and the Econometric Society, and a former 

Guggenheim Fellow. In 2002, he was elected 

a member of the National Academy of 

Sciences. From 2008 through 2009, Easterlin 
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Dale T. Mortensen and Christopher A. Pissarides are the recipients (with 

Peter Diamond) of the Nobel memorial Prize in Economics 2010. They have 

made path-breaking contributions to the analysis of markets with search 

and matching frictions, which account for much of the success of job 

search theory and the fl ows approach in becoming a leading tool for 

microeconomic and macroeconomic analysis of labor markets. Both 

scientists have gained ground-breaking insights through individual as well 

as joint research. This volume features several papers that helped shape the 

equilibrium search model, including some early contributions which have 

initiated the research on what is known today as the search and matching 

model of the labor market. It also presents a joint paper by the IZA Prize 

Laureates, which is a complete statement of the equilibrium search and 

matching model with endogenous job creation and job destruction. As part 

of the IZA Prize Series, the book presents a selection of their most important 

work that has highly enriched research on unemployment as an equilibrium 

phenomenon, on labor market dynamics, and on cyclical adjustment. 

9 780199 233786

ISBN 978-0-19-923378-6
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Jacob Mincer 

A Founding Father of Modern 
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Pedro N. Teixeira

Happiness, Growth, and the Life Cycle 

Richard A. Easterlin

Edited by Holger Hinte and 

Klaus F. Zimmermann 

Combatting Unemployment

Richard Layard and Stephen J. Nickell

Edited by Werner Eichhorst and 

Klaus F. Zimmermann

Dale T. Mortensen is Ida C. Cook 

Professor of Economics at Northwestern 

University, Niels Bohr Visiting Professor 

of Economics at Aarhus University, a 

research associate of the National Bureau 

of Economic Research (NBER), and an IZA 

Research Fellow. He received his BA in 

Economics from Willamette University 

and his PhD in Economics from 

Carnegie-Mellon University. Mortensen 

is a fellow of Econometrica Society, the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 

the Society of Labor Economics, and 

the European Economic Association. 

He was awarded the Society of Labor 

Economics Mincer Prize in 2007 and 

elected an American Economic Association 

Distinguished Fellow in 2008. 

Christopher A. Pissarides is Professor 

of Economics at the London School of 

Economics and holds the Norman Sosnow 

Chair in Economics. He specialises in the 

economics of unemployment, labor market 

theory and policy, and economic growth 

and structural change. He is President 

Elect 2010 of the European Economic 

Association, Fellow of the British Academy, 

the Econometric Society, the European 

Economic Association, and the Society of 

Labor Economists. His editorial activities 

include the Chair of the Economica board, 

and membership of the editorial board of 

the AEJ: Macroeconomics and other 

journals. He is a research fellow of IZA, 

the Centre of Economic Performance at 

LSE, and the Centre for Economic Policy 

Research (CEPR London). 
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This volume is part of the IZA Prize in Labor Economics Series, published 

with the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). This book presents Richard 

Easterlin’s outstanding research on the analysis of subjective well-being, 

and on the relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work has laid the foundations for enlarging the 

scope of traditional economic analysis and has increased our understanding 

of behavior in several important domains, such as fertility choices, labor 

market behavior, and the determinants of individual well-being. The 

Easterlin paradox, with its implication that economic growth does not 

promote human happiness, has provoked much interest and controversy. 

The author’s ever widening search for evidence on the happiness-growth 

relationship is the subject of the first part of this volume. It goes on to present 

new evidence on the life cycle happiness of the total population and for 

women and men separately. Throughout the book, aspirations in both 

economic and noneconomic domains play a central role in understanding 

the oft-perplexing and seemingly contradictory happiness patterns.

In various seminal contributions, Easterlin has demonstrated the importance 

of material aspirations and relative economic status for human behaviour. 

Edited by the IZA, this volume brings together in revised and integrated form 

a number of the author’s key papers, some co-authored and some unpub-

lished, with an Introduction and an Epilogue. The research was the basis for 

the author’s award of the 2009 IZA Prize in Labor Economics.
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Happiness Around the World

The Paradox of Happy Peasants and 

Miserable Millionaires

Carol Graham 

Economics and Happiness 

Framing the Analysis 

Edited by Luigino bruni and Pier Luigi Porta

Also available in paperback

Capabilities and Happiness 

Edited by Luigino bruni, Flavio Comim, 

and Maurizio Pugno

Happiness Quantified 

A Satisfaction Calculus Approach 

bernard van Praag and 

Ada Ferrer-i-Carbonell

Also available in paperback

Richard A. Easterlin received his MA and 

Ph.d. from the university of Pennsylvania, 

an M.E. from the Stevens Institute of 

Technology, and an honorary doctorate 

from Lund university, Sweden. he is 

currently university Professor and Professor 

of Economics at the university of Southern 

California. he is a past president of the 

Population Association of America and 

the Economic history Association, a 

distinguished Fellow of the American 

Economic Association, a Fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

and the Econometric Society, and a former 

Guggenheim Fellow. In 2002, he was elected 

a member of the National Academy of 

Sciences. From 2008 through 2009, Easterlin 

served as Vice President of the Western 

Economic Association International, and 

he is currently President-Elect. Since 2004 

he has been Vice President of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies, on whose board of directors he has 

served since 2003. In 2006 he received the 

distinguished Researcher award of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies; in 2009, the IZA Prize in Labor

Economics; and in 2010, the Laureate 

Award of the International union for the 

Scientific Study of Population. 
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This volume is part of the IZA Prize in Labor Economics Series, published 

with the Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA). This book presents Richard 

Easterlin’s outstanding research on the analysis of subjective well-being, 

and on the relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work has laid the foundations for enlarging the 

scope of traditional economic analysis and has increased our understanding 

of behavior in several important domains, such as fertility choices, labor 

market behavior, and the determinants of individual well-being. The 

Easterlin paradox, with its implication that economic growth does not 

promote human happiness, has provoked much interest and controversy. 

The author’s ever widening search for evidence on the happiness-growth 

relationship is the subject of the first part of this volume. It goes on to present 

new evidence on the life cycle happiness of the total population and for 

women and men separately. Throughout the book, aspirations in both 

economic and noneconomic domains play a central role in understanding 

the oft-perplexing and seemingly contradictory happiness patterns.

In various seminal contributions, Easterlin has demonstrated the importance 

of material aspirations and relative economic status for human behaviour. 

Edited by the IZA, this volume brings together in revised and integrated form 

a number of the author’s key papers, some co-authored and some unpub-

lished, with an Introduction and an Epilogue. The research was the basis for 

the author’s award of the 2009 IZA Prize in Labor Economics.
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Richard A. Easterlin received his MA and 

Ph.d. from the university of Pennsylvania, 

an M.E. from the Stevens Institute of 

Technology, and an honorary doctorate 

from Lund university, Sweden. he is 

currently university Professor and Professor 

of Economics at the university of Southern 

California. he is a past president of the 

Population Association of America and 

the Economic history Association, a 

distinguished Fellow of the American 

Economic Association, a Fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

and the Econometric Society, and a former 

Guggenheim Fellow. In 2002, he was elected 

a member of the National Academy of 

Sciences. From 2008 through 2009, Easterlin 

served as Vice President of the Western 

Economic Association International, and 

he is currently President-Elect. Since 2004 

he has been Vice President of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies, on whose board of directors he has 

served since 2003. In 2006 he received the 

distinguished Researcher award of the 

International Society for Quality of Life 

Studies; in 2009, the IZA Prize in Labor

Economics; and in 2010, the Laureate 

Award of the International union for the 

Scientific Study of Population. 
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The IZA European Summer School in Labor Econom-

ics is a very well-known phenomenon. Ask any labor 

economist and there is a good chance they have 

participated as a student, sent their Ph.D. student 

to the Summer School, or even lectured themselves 

at this event. Since the start of the series in 1998, 

the IZA Summer School has gained the reputation 

of being the Summer School in Labor Economics, 

providing a unique opportunity to junior scholars to 

interact with each other and with more renowned 

labor economists. This year, the IZA European Sum-

mer School in Labor Economics celebrates its 15th 

anniversary.

By now, over 500 students have participated in the 

Summer School, which takes place annually at the con-

ference center of Deutsche Post at the Ammersee Lake 

(near Munich, Germany). Every year the number of ap-

plications has been rising and the acceptance rate is 

nowadays around 25 percent. The current group of 

IZA Summer School alumni is a colorful international 

blend including participants with more than 40 dif-

ferent nationalities from universities in more than 20 

different countries. Almost half of the participants 

are female. Many alumni have pursued successful ca-

reers, both in academia and in international organiza-

tions, while forming a particularly committed part of 

the IZA network. Drawing on findings from a recent 

study (A. Cardoso/P. 

Guimaraes/K. F. Zim-

mermann: “Compar-

ing the Early Research 

Performance of PhD 

Graduates in Labor 

Economics in Eu-

rope and the USA”, 

Scientometrics, 84,3 

(2010), 621-637) it 

can be shown that 

former participants 

have significantly 

more (quality-adjust-

ed) publications than 

non-participants.

Four major sci-

entif ic organizations 

support the IZA Sum-

mer School through 

an Advisory Com-

mittee: the Centre 

for Economic Policy 

Research (CEPR), the 

European Economic Association (EEA), the European 

Association of Labour Economists (EALE), and the 

European Society for Population Economics (ESPE).

HIGH-QuALITy TrAInInG for JunIor LAbor eConomISTS: 
15TH AnnIverSAry of THe IZA Summer SCHooL
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At the occasion of the Summer School’s 15th anni-

versary, IZA Director Klaus F. Zimmermann highlighted 

its importance not just for the advancement of labor 

economics, but also 

for IZA itself: “The 

discipline certainly 

benefits from young 

researchers receiving 

high-quality training, 

which also includes 

presentation and net-

working skills, and in-

teracting with well-es-

tablished scholars at 

an early stage of their 

academic career. But 

IZA benefits just as 

well. We get in touch 

with many promising 

young scholars who 

can be involved in our 

research activities. It 

is not a coincidence 

that many Summer 

School graduates are 

among the most ac-

tive members of our 

network, and some of them later join our local re-

search staff. In other words: The IZA Summer School 

is a fantastic success in all respects.”

 www.iza.org/link/SUMS

  link.springer.com/article/10.1007 

/s11192-009-0136-5

“I really enjoyed the lectures, and the interactions with 
peers and professors. We got the opportunity to talk about 
our works and research ideas in a very free environment.”

ying yang (Ph.D. student, Tilburg University, 
Participant of the 15th IZA Summer School)

“I found the whole atmosphere extremely stimulating and 
met lots of people that I am still in close contact with. One 
of them is now a co-author.”

Sascha o. becker (Professor, University of 
Warwick, Participant of the 2nd IZA Summer School)

“Unlike many conferences that I attended before finish-
ing my Ph.D., the IZA Summer School allowed a more 
profound interaction.”

Patrick A. Puhani (Professor, Leibniz University of 
Hannover, Participant of the 1st IZA Summer School)

“After talking to many people that recommended going 
there, I had quite high hopes about this but you still man-
aged to exceed my expectations!”

Arna vardardottir (Ph.D. student, Stockholm 
School of Economics, Participant of the 15th IZA 
Summer School)
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On the initiative of IZA, the Annual Conference of the 

European Association of Labour Economists (EALE) 

came to Germany again for the first time since 1999 

and was held at IZA’s hometown of Bonn in Septem-

ber 2012. IZA was pleased to accept the great honor 

of hosting and co-organizing this event, given the in-

stitute’s traditionally close ties with EALE. The confer-

ence program covered a broad range of policy orient-

ed topics: Keynote speeches addressed the impact of 

trade and technology dynamics on task demands as 

well as the growing relevance of stimulating labor sup-

ply of women and older workers due to demographic 

change. Special IZA sessions debated the current Ger-

man “job miracle” and the role of temporary work and 

fixed-term employment as a bridge into regular em-

ployment. Another IZA session provided an overview 

on the most important labor market challenges in Chi-

na, ranging from the mass rural-to-urban migration to 

returns on education and discrimination in hiring. Last 

but not least, IZA contributed 

a session on new findings from 

“The Economics of Happiness 

and Unhappiness”, presented 

by world-leading experts in the 

field.

With around 450 researchers – the largest num-

ber of participants ever – the EALE 2012 Conference 

was a big success. This must also be attributed to 

the strong efforts of the EALE Program Committee, 

which consisted of nearly 50 renowned economists, 

most of whom are IZA Research Fellows. 

At the end of the conference the fruitful partner-

ship of EALE and IZA was underscored once more 

during the joint Prize Ceremonies featuring the an-

nual EALE Awards as well as the prestigious IZA Prize 

in Labor Economics. The joint conference organiza-

tion will certainly serve as an example for future col-

laboration.

eALe 2012: 
IZA HoSTS euroPe’S LArGeST meeTInG of LAbor eConomISTS In bonn

Bonn
EALE

Conference

20 - 22 September

2012
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Since 2002, the Institute for the Study 

of Labor has awarded the annual IZA 

Prize in Labor Economics for out-

standing academic achievement in 

the f ield. The IZA Prize is one of 

the most attractive international 

science awards in economics. Based 

on nominations from the distinguished 
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members of the IZA Prize Committee 2012

former members of the IZA Prize Committee

George A. Akerlof
University of California, 
Berkeley
Nobel Prize 2001

Richard Portes
London Business School 
President, Centre for 
Economic Policy Research 
(CEPR)

Dennis J. Snower
President, Kiel Insti-
tute for the World 
Economy

Jan Svejnar
University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor

Klaus F. Zimmermann
Director, IZA,  
University of Bonn

Gary S. Becker
University of Chicago
Nobel Prize 1992

Armin Falk
University of Bonn

James J. Heckman
University of Chicago
Nobel Prize 2000

Gerard A. Pfann 
Maastricht 
University

Joseph E. Stiglitz
Columbia University
Nobel Prize 2001

Marco Caliendo
University of 
Potsdam; IZA

group of IZA Research Fellows, a high-

ranking committee decides on the 

prize-winner. The prestigious IZA 

Prize Book Series consists of edited 

and commented volumes present-

ing a selection of each laureate’s 

most important articles. 

eXCeLLenCe In reSeArCH: IZA PrIZe In LAbor eConomICS
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barry r. Chiswick 
George Washington University

George J. borjas 
Harvard University

George J. Borjas and Barry R. Chiswick have pioneered the eco-

nomic analysis of global migration and its impact on labor mar-

kets and social security systems. They have been the leading fig-

ures in the intense debate about earnings assimilation and the 

nature of migrant selectivity. Their research has made migration 

an important subdiscipline of economics. The IZA laureates have 

shown that the successful integration of immigrants depends on 

individual qualif ications and language skills, but also requires an 

active integration policy that selects immigrants on the basis of 

labor market needs.

Richard Blundell has played a major role in the development of 

modern labor and policy analysis. His work is characterized by a 

focus on pressing questions in economic policy, the development 

of cutting-edge econometric methods to tackle such questions, 

and painstaking analysis of micro data. Blundell's contributions 

laid the foundations for the modern economic analysis of labor 

supply, consumer behavior, and policy reforms. His work has been 

enormously influential in the worldwide debates about tax and 

welfare reforms over the past decades.
richard blundell
University College London and IFS
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francine D. blau
Cornell University

Francine D. Blau has written extensively on the role of women in the 

labor market and on gender differences in economic life. Her work 

has profoundly shaped the view of scholars and policymakers on the 

causes and consequences of gender differences in economic out-

comes, and on policies for advancing women’s labor market position 

and well-being. Blau’s studies are highly relevant for decision makers 

in politics and business as they demonstrate the need to significantly 

improve the labor market integration of women in order to meet the 

challenges of an aging labor force and growing skills shortages.
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Stephen J. nickell
Nuffield College, Oxford

Lord richard Layard
London School of 

Economics

Richard Layard und Stephen J. Nickell received the IZA Prize for 

their breaking work on the relationship between labor market 

institutions and unemployment. Their research provides a theo-

retical and empirical framework for the analysis of equilibrium 

unemployment and the impact of labor market institutions on 

economic performance. The contributions of Layard and Nickell 

have illuminated the policy discourse in Europe and increased ac-

ademics' understanding of the nature and causes of involuntary 

joblessness.

The 2009 IZA Prize recognized Richard A. Easterlin's outstand-

ing research on the analysis of subjective well-being and on the 

relationship between demographic developments and economic 

outcomes. In both fields, his work laid the foundations for broad-

ening the scope of traditional economic analysis and thus con-

tributed to advancing our understanding of behavior in a wide 

variety of economic settings such as education, labor supply deci-

sions and the economics of the family.richard A. easterlin
University of Southern California
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richard b. freeman
Harvard University

Richard B. Freeman has made several path-breaking contributions 

in a variety of areas in labor economics that have had a massive 

influence on the profession. His highly original studies combine 

theory and empirical research to address important policy-relevant 

issues. Freeman has advanced our knowledge in fields that had tra-

ditionally been studied by labor economists, such as unionism and 

collective activity in the workplace, labor demand and labor sup-

ply, or inequality. He has also shaped modern labor economics by 

drawing attention to important social problems and new trends. 
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Christopher A. Pissarides
London School  
of Economics

Dale T. mortensen
Northwestern  

University

The work by Dale T. Mortensen and Christopher A. Pissarides 

is highly relevant for today’s policymakers as it has led to a bet-

ter understanding of unemployment and job flows. Their mod-

els have enriched research on unemployment as an equilibrium 

phenomenon, on labor market dynamics and cyclical adjustment. 

They show how the intensity with which workers search and the 

decision when to accept a job offer determine the distribution 

of unemployment durations. In 2010 Mortensen and Pissarides 

received the Nobel Prize in Economics.

David Card and Alan B. Krueger have stimulated labor economics 

for many years with their original research approach, the practical 

relevance of their results, and their remarkable use of natural ex-

periments to test commonly accepted models. They have analyzed, 

for instance, the impact of education, training, and human capital 

on earnings. According to their studies, the quality of schooling has 

an enormous influence on future labor market outcomes. Other 

work by Card and Krueger has focused on the role of institutions, 

e.g. collective bargaining, on employment and wage determination. 
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edward P. Lazear
Stanford University

Edward P. Lazear’s leadership and entrepreneurial spirit has boost-

ed the recognition of the field of personnel economics. He builds 

models that provide novel and often surprising insights. Combining 

such new and highly important theoretical insights with down-to-

earth empirical work, his papers are exemplary in applied theory. 

Lazear has brought great rigor to the analysis of compensation 

schemes, incentives in labor relations and to the study of other hu-

man resource practices. His pioneering work in personnel econom-

ics has a decisive influence on modern labor economics.
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David Card
University of California, 

Berkeley

Alan b. Krueger
Princeton University
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Jacob mincer
Columbia University

Jacob Mincer (1922-2006), one of the most influential labor econ-

omists of modern time, was the first recipient of the IZA Prize in 

Labor Economics. Mincer’s seminal work highlighted the impor-

tance of nurturing human potential and explored the interplay of 

education, technological progress and earnings. He demonstrat-

ed how life-long learning served the best interests of both employ-

ees and the organizations that employed them. His human capital 

model is one of the fundamental instruments in today’s empirical 

economics.

Orley C. Ashenfelter’s intellectual work stands out due to his ingenu-

ity in devising clever ways to derive and test hypotheses of economic 

models, his exceptional creativity in using and collecting data, and 

his originality in pioneering the natural experiment methodology. 

Ashenfelter became the founding father of what has by today de-

veloped into the separate field of quantitative social program evalu-

ation. During that time he pioneered a field of research that has 

become ever more important since the effects of government-spon-

sored labor market programs are increasingly called into question. 
orley C. Ashenfelter
Princeton University
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“The IZA Prize in Labor Economics is the only major prize 
in the world that recognizes frontier research on how labor 
markets work and how they fail.”

James Heckman (University of Chicago)

“This prize sets the standards for this area, which is at the 
heart of economics.”

George Akerlof (University of California, Berkeley)
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WHAT our reSeArCH feLLoWS SAy ...

“ IZA has been instrumental in transforming the landscape 
of labor economics research in Europe, but its impact 
goes far beyond Europe and labor economics. It plays an 
irreplaceable role to bridge the academic world and policy 
circles around the world; its ambitious initiatives make its intel-
lectual influence felt around world, from Washington, D.C. to 
Beijing.”

Zhong Zhao (Renmin University of China)

“ I have been involved with IZA in various ways since its 
founding, as conference attendant, programme director 
of the CEPR/IZA Labour Economics programme, and 
professor in the IZA summer school. IZA has done a great 
job in building a network of top-level researchers in Labour 
Economics in Europe. It has stimulated research in many diverse 
and important areas, and all its organizational aspects are being 
handled with impressive professionalism.”

Gilles Saint-Paul (University of Toulouse I)

“ IZA is a remarkable organization. In a short period of 
time, it has become established as a central network of 
economists working on labor economics and related policy 
issues. Its international orientation and breadth of activi-
ties is helping to foster a global network of top-notch economists 
who are researching some of the most important questions in 
labor economics and policy.”

Christopher ruhm (University of Virginia)

“ IZA is the house of the labor economists. You feel at home 
while navigating across the pages of the website along the 
DP series, attending its workshops and conferences and 
even more so being hosted with your coauthors in nice of-
fices overlooking the River Rhine. A remarkable success story”

Tito boeri (Bocconi University)

“ It is amazing to realize that IZA is only still an adolescent, 
now 15 years old. It has one of the largest working paper 
series, perhaps rivaled only by the NBER. It is also one of 
the first places I check for information on European Policy 
debates.”

James Walker (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

“ IZA and Klaus Zimmermann have revolutionized the 
meaning and mission of independent thinktanks. As the 
largest network dedicated to the study of labor econom-
ics, IZA is the unique source of cutting-edge ideas that 
combines solid, unbiased research with policy relevance. IZA is 
a first rate institute, a world leader in the field that can uncover 
emerging issues and stay on the forefront. Anybody who wants 
to be somebody has to go through IZA. Happy birthday IZA!”

Amelie Constant (George Washington University; 
Temple University; IZA)
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The IZA website is the institute’s most important 

tool for providing information to the public. Mem-

bers of the academic community, as well as anyone 

interested in labor market issues, can turn to the 

IZA homepage as a comprehensive pool of relevant 

information, including recent work by the IZA net-

work members. The IZA website also offers a va-

riety of specialized online services that make it a 

major information gateway to labor market issues. 

For labor economists and other scholars who 

work on labor market issues, the IZA homepage is 

an ideal point of entry into the world of labor eco-

nomics. It bundles important resources for research 

activities and information about the current state 

of science. The entire IZA network is listed online 

and searchable by research area, which facilitates 

the establishment of project collaborations or poli-

cy and media contacts. In addition, the IZA homep-

age offers a comprehensive “Who’s Who in Labor 

Economics.” Regularly updated calendars provide 

information on IZA events as well as international 

conferences. 

The large pool of easily downloadable studies 

not only includes IZA’s publication series but also 

most of the work that has been presented at IZA 

workshops or conferences in the past. The IZA Dis-

cussion Paper Series is completely searchable on-

line and serves a growing number of scholars as a 

point of reference for their research. The new IZA 

Open Access Journal Series, the print journals co-

edited or hosted by IZA, and the International Data 

Service Center (IDSC) can all be easily accessed via 

the institute’s homepage.

The IZA online services are complemented by se-

lected links to relevant institutions in the f ield and 

a constantly updated and commented “facts and 

f igures” section related to various labor market is-

sues. This section has also proven to be a valuable 

source of information for politics and the media. 

Online visitors from other institutions often use 

the IZA web portal to f ind and establish contacts 

within the IZA network. IZA keeps working hard on 

the expansion of its online services.

InformATIon GATeWAy To LAbor mArKeT ISSueS: THe IZA WebSITe
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